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! ALL SYSTEMS GO AS
STANDARDS WORK CONTINUES
Welcome to the 14th edition of SECURE. This edition lands
on your desk at a time when the industry is increasing dialog
about subjects such as interoperability and testing to boost the
output of smartcard-based and other high-tech secure technologies worldwide. We’ve been going through a period of growth
as our technology captures the imagination of industry commentators in a wide range of countries, from the UAE and the
UK, to the US and Portugal.

But this has also been a period of

the industry and at an international level

challenges,

with

with

considerable

work

government

organizations

and

being put into addressing some of the

standards groups such as the European

standards and interoperability issues that

Union (EU) and the European Committee

have hindered progress. The good news

for Standardization (CEN).

is the technology is making significant
inroads in areas such as National ID and

Here at the Executive Council, we’re

eHealth. This means that the industry is

committed to building on the unique

now well positioned to help governments

experiences of our member companies,

and businesses deliver systems that can

such as Gemalto, Giesecke & Devrient

improve individuals’ security and privacy,

(G&D) and Infineon Technologies, and

while making their interactions with

tackling some of the sector’s hottest

officialdom as convenient and as painless

issues. We’ve several activities planned

as possible.

at major trade events in Europe over the
next 12 months, so there will be plenty of

The Silicon Trust has taken an active role

opportunities to find out more about our

in these developments and, with the help

plans and expectations for the year.

of the newly created Executive Council,
is keeping the debate alive both within

EDITORIAL

Of course, the Silicon Trust’s work isn’t !
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! taking place in isolation from the rest

member of the Schiphol Group, about how

of the industry, and there are many other

border control applications can transcend

organizations interested in promoting

a country’s borders and become truly

standards and interoperability. Over

interoperable (page 46). Onland tells

the past year, we’ve engaged in dialog

us why interoperability has been a key

with groups such as Eurosmart and

issue in its Privium, Saphire and Dutch

GlobalPlatform, working with them to

ePassport projects, and explains the

address some of the industry’s concerns.

hurdles he has had to overcome due
to the lack of interoperability between

This edition of SECURE highlights the

current registered traveler programs and

need for interoperability. On page 16

pilots in operation around the world.

Kevin Gillick, GlobalPlatform executive
director, looks at the importance of

Interoperability affects every market

implementing interoperability. On page

segment targeted by smartcards and

20, Marc Gemeto and Bruno Rouchouze

secure technologies. Dietmar Wendling,

of Eurosmart examine interoperability

VP of Marketing at SCM Microsystems,

challenges

focuses

and

recommendations

outline
for

Eurosmart’s

interconnecting

existing systems.

on

three

major

types

of

contactless smartcard programs where
interoperability

is

being

addressed

– eHealth, National ID and ePassports

4

In an exclusive interview with Jan van

– and considers how the challenges can

der Sluis, senior ID/security analyst at

be overcome (page 52). Turn to page 64

Unisys (page 38), we find out more about

for Ari Bouzbib’s, Gemalto’s Senior Vice

the implications of interoperability for

President

security. He argues that standardization

South Europe, Africa and Latin America,

is a vital component for interoperability,

examination

and says that everyone involved in

international interoperability initiatives

a project should be clear about what

have benefited users of the Portuguese

interoperability involves – whether it is

Citizen Card. Jonas Andersson, Vice

simply the physical appearance of the

President of Business Development at

card or sharing applications between

Precise Biometrics, extends the debate

government departments.

further on page 68, looking at how the

We also talk exclusively to Nanne Onland,

Match-on-Card technology has helped

director of Dartagnan, which is a full

drive biometric adoption in a number of

EDITORIAL

of

Government

of

how

Programs,

national

and

SECURE 1/08

National ID card schemes in countries

Andreas Morawietz, Senior Marketing

such as Thailand, Portugal and Qatar.

Manager

at

G&D,

examines

how

Smartcard Web Server (SCWS) technology
Testing is an essential part of ensuring

can help mobile network operators make

interoperability. On page 74, Michael

their SIM-based services more attractive

Jahnich,

and

Technical

Director

at

HJP

highlights

how

Open

Mobile

Consulting, considers the current state

Alliance (OMA) and ETSI standards,

of standardization work and discusses

combined with faster services, are key

appropriate test strategies for ePassport

to influencing users’ expectations and

systems.

behavior (page 90).

Ensuring that interoperable systems

The EU has played a major role in

promote

another

developing projects that seek to address

level of testing. On page 80, Infineon

some of the interoperability challenges

Technologies’ Marcus Janke, Principal,

that have slowed down deployments

Product Security, and Peter Laackmann,

of smartcard-based technology. With

Senior

Security,

greater industry collaboration and a

discuss what could happen if attackers

strong Executive Council, the Silicon

use security technologies for their own

Trust believes it can play a key role in

illegal activities and look at how Common

driving these projects forward.

security

Principal,

requires

Product

Criteria and ITSEC-certified security
controller chips address the problem.

Ingo Liersch
Giesecke & Devrient

Ingo Susemihl
Infineon Technologies AG

ALL SYSTEMS GO AS STANDARDS WORK CONTINUES

Frédéric Trojani
Gemalto
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First Name
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26.
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28.
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29.
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In order to ensure that we continue providing valued and useful publications for the security industry,
we would like to ask you for a moment of your time to complete the below questionnaire.
Once completed please fax back to: +44 1423 525 043.
1. How long have you been receiving the Silicon Trust publications? (Select one of the choices)
Less than 6 months

12 – 24 months

6 – 12 months

More than 24 months

2. How useful do you find the SECURE magazine? (Select one of the choices)
Very useful

Quite useful

Not useful

3. We currently publish 2 SECURE magazines a year. How often would do you think we should publish
them? (Select one of the choices)
Once a year

Twice a year

Three times a year

Four times a year

4. What other subjects could we cover in our magazine?

5. How useful do you find the Whitepapers? (Select one of the choices)
Very useful

Quite useful

Not useful

6. We currently publish 1 Whitepaper a year. How often would do you think we should publish them?
(Select one of the choices)
Once a year

Twice a year

Three times a year

Four times a year

7. What other subjects could we cover in our Whitepapers?

8. How do you like to receive your publications? (Select one of the choices)
In print

DVD

Download online

9. What other type of publication would you like to see from the Silicon Trust?

10. Do you have any other comments about our publications?

Many thanks for your time

If you would prefer to send your application by post, please send to:
Krowne Communications (UK) Ltd., Windsor House, Cornwall Road, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, UK

CONTACT THE EDITOR
We want YOUR opinions, comments and questions…

“Good work,
great product.”
“Congratulations
on a very balanced
and comprehensive
publication.”

“I appreciate receiving the
publication series ‘SECURE’
because of its clearness and high
quality.” – Giesecke & Devrient

“I enjoy receiving
your Silicon Trust
Magazine SECURE”
– Vodaphone

“Very well done,
extremely
professional.”

“Thank you!”
Contact us now regarding any of the topics or issues raised in the
magazine; let us know what other subjects you would like to see
covered or simply leave us a comment!
Contact us on editor@silicon-trust.com
SECURE 1/08
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! INTRODUCING THE
SILICON TRUST
THE INDUSTRY’S BENCHMARK SILICON BASED
SECURITY PARTNER PROGRAM
WHAT IS THE SILICON TRUST?

activities can be organized accordingly.

A group of like-minded companies and

Throughout 2008 the Silicon Trust aims

organizations dedicated to stimulating

to provide comment and expertise in the

the understanding, adoption, use and

following areas:

widespread acceptance of silicon-

• Field trial tests and interoperability

based security solutions in a variety of

programs in National eID/

applications.

eGovernment in Europe;
• First field trial tests in eDriving

The Silicon Trust aims to do this by

Licenses in Europe;

bringing together users and technology

• Transition phases to ePassport with

providers in an open forum to address

fingerprints (EAC framework) – by

opportunities and challenges for the

looking at the lessons learned from

security industry. This makes the Silicon

implementation and interoperability,

Trust a unique place where members can

worldwide;

meet to exchange ideas, discuss common

• Development of National

issues and work together to develop and

Identification schemes worldwide

expand the use of all types of silicon-

– specifically Africa, Asia and Latin

based security solutions. Members of

America;

the Silicon Trust come from all industry

• eHealth programs at a national and

sectors along with the technology and

international level – with a focus on

solution providers that service these

Europe.

sectors.
PROGRAM STRATEGY 2008
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KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR 2008

• VALUE – Increase the outreach of

Over the years, the Silicon Trust has

the Silicon Trust program for those who

created strong foundations that can be

want to be associated with it;

built on in 2008. The program will target

• VISIBILITY – Increase visibility

specific application areas so that the

of the Silicon Trust in the public

PARTNER RELATIONSHIP PROGRAMS

INTRODUCING THE SILICON TRUST

SECURE 1/08

sector and industry, across the

levels of the value and service chain for

whole value chain;

security issues and prepare industry and

• VOLUME – Increase volume and

governments for doing business based

quality of members with key players

on the idea of effective levels of security.

from the industry and individuals
Networking – establish valuable contacts

associated with the Silicon Trust.

that can help your organization improve
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

and grow, using the Silicon Trust’s

Some of the benefits of membership in

meetings, lobbying, dinners and events

the Silicon Trust include:

to maximize business opportunities.

Visibility backed by credibility – active

Influence on policy makers, media,

participation puts your company in the

analysts and other key players – as an

forefront of leaders in the industry and

organization the Silicon Trust provides

government through trade and business

a unified, credible voice that no single

media contacts, meetings, conferences

member can achieve alone. The program

and the media’s interest in the Silicon

also allows access to decision makers,

Trust

politicians and media influencers.

organization

and

events.

Be

featured on the Silicon Trust website and
in the Security Scan to help create and

Advance

knowledge

develop the organization’s voice.

Use

technology – getting information from

the organization’s magazine – SECURE–

a variety of sources and acting on it

to get your company’s message (and

before many ‘outsiders’ even know it is

advertising) across.

happening.

Prepare and educate end customers

Innovation – work with other members

for effective security implementation -

in your industry to explore new ways of

stimulate and plan changes in multiple

approaching common business goals.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.SILICON-TRUST.COM

of

upcoming

SECURE 1/08
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! Choose your level of involvement –

twice a year, this ‘notebook’ sized

be it Associate, Partner or even a move

magazine allows members to pro-

onto the Executive Council, the Silicon

mote

Trust can offer a membership level to suit

applications, as well as taking an in-

you. With regular meetings and an ability

depth look at market sectors currently

to steer the course of the program,

utilizing security products, interviews

there is no excuse not to be part of

with industry movers and shakers,

the industry’s number one silicon-based

future market trends and technology

security partner program.

updates.

SILICON TRUST ACTIVITIES

SECURE Application Reviews

The Silicon Trust online

(Whitepapers)

The Silicon Trust online includes an

The

informative website and an electronic

are an in-depth look at some of the

News Feed (Security Scan) produced

major security topics and applications

every 2 weeks, providing the following:

of the day. The reviews themselves

• Program, partner and activity

also contain mini-case studies and

updates;
• Access to the SECURE publications
archive;

both

SECURE

their

products

Application

and

Reviews

successful case histories from members
of the Silicon Trust as they pertain to
the topic under discussion.

• Industry news and technology
spotlights on current themes;
• Up-to-the-minute press information

Marketing Update Day
Held annually, the Marketing Update

from companies within the security

Day

provides

the

latest

marketing

industry.

information, across various application
areas, to members of the Silicon Trust.

14

SECURE Magazine

The day also provides quality time for

The SECURE magazine is the flagship

networking with some of the industry’s

of The Silicon Trust program.Published

most respected names.

PARTNER RELATIONSHIP PROGRAMS

INTRODUCING THE SILICON TRUST
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Behind-The-Scenes Tours

enterprises

In order to give members (and potential

working in the high technology digital

members) the opportunity to learn more

Identification market, with a specific

about the Silicon Trust program and

focus on the public sector. The seminars

how it could strengthen the relationship

aim to provide attendees with an

between semiconductor manufacturers

overview of the key considerations and

and

issues relating to ID focused projects.

your

company,

there

is

an

and

system

integrators

opportunity to meet key Management,
review potential future strategies and

Silicon Trust Partner Booths and

ask questions. After these meetings,

Networking Events

there is a tour of manufacturing facilities,

The Silicon Trust is also looking to host

to see first hand how chip cards and

member booths and member networking

security products are made.

events at some of the main securityorientated shows, as well as large

Government Lobbying Workshops

exhibitions such as Security Document

Members of the program have the

World, Cardex and CARTES. Members

opportunity

will

to

travel

to

Brussels,

have

the

opportunity

to

rent

to discuss selected topics in small

booth space on the Silicon Trust area,

workshops with European Commission

thus ensuring their attendance at the

DG Representatives. The Silicon Trust

show at a greatly reduced cost. At the

is also planning to support the Cardex

networking events, members will have

event in Egypt to provide one-on-one

the opportunity to meet and network

Lobbying with Middle East government

amongst member companies and key

representatives, focusing on eID and

industry players. "

eVisa applications.
For further information, or to apply for
Security Seminars

membership to the Silicon Trust, please email:

A new exclusive event has been launched

operations.secretariat@silicon-trust.com or

in 2008 targeted at selected Consultancy

visit www.silicon-trust.com.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.SILICON-TRUST.COM
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! GLOBALPLATFORM:
IMPLEMENTING
INTEROPERABILITY
By Kevin Gillick, Executive Director, GlobalPlatform

The creation and continual development of an open platform
has been driven by the smartcard community. It acknowledges
that the business models used within the industry are complex,
and for the market to realize its full potential of mass adoption,
interoperability between the diverse range of technology
solutions adopted by application providers and issuers must
be achieved. Additionally, the smartcard market is dynamic
and progressing at a significant pace, so technology must not
only support the functionality required and security stipulated
today, but also accommodate future program demands relative
to scale, post issuance capability and the ability to add further
applications.
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Unlike proprietary smartcard solutions,

partnerships

an interoperable platform, such as

complex. Today, such alliances span

those created from GlobalPlatform

multiple market sectors, for example

Specifications,

delivers

mobile payments or ID and transit,

what the industry has requested,

and incorporate a variety of diverse

providing

security features.

essentially

reassurance

that

the

become

evermore

This is combined

infrastructure they have chosen will

with

organizations

wanting

be able to adapt and grow as business

offer their customers dynamic and

conditions change, thereby ‘future

innovative smartcard solutions, but

proofing’ the time and money invested

at a reasonable, cost-effective and

in the development of the program.

sustainable price, which cannot be

Therefore, issuers who implement

achieved

solutions based on GlobalPlatform

possibilities.

without

to

multi-sourcing

Specifications are not ‘locked’ into a
single-source commercial relationship

Aligning with the market

and can take advantage of competitive

GlobalPlatform continues to evolve

multi-sourcing opportunities.

to

ensure

its

work

aligns

with

market requirements and addresses
the business challenges faced by

Technology must not only
support the functionality
required and security
stipulated today, but
also accommodate future
program demands relative
to scale, post issuance
capability and the ability to
add further applications

its members.

Over the past eight

years, this work has been based
on the output of three dedicated
technical committees, populated and
driven by the membership – Card
Committee, Systems Committee and
Device Committee.
however,
placed

the

organization

considerable

establishing

More recently,

direct

emphasis
links

has
on

between

GlobalPlatform and specific markets
The work of GlobalPlatform, and its

where demand for an interoperable

interoperable

infrastructure,

infrastructure is essential to facilitate

has become particularly important

large scale deployments. To form-

as markets converge, and strategic

alize this initiative, GlobalPlatform’s !

global

IMPLEMENTING INTEROPERABILITY
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! Advisory Council commissioned the

• To mitigate the risk of standards

launch of a Government Task Force,

fracturing at this critical time

a Mobile Task Force, and plans are

of mobile payment technology

currently underway to launch a System

deployment, by harmonizing

Integrator Task Force.

specifications and simplifying
the adoption of specification

These task forces accurately reflect
GlobalPlatform’s key technical prior-

technology;
• To accelerate the ability of system

ities:

integrators to impart knowledge to

• To develop and document

their clients on the importance of

solutions that assist governments

interoperability and how this can be

seeking to source open and

achieved cost-effectively.

interoperable components –

GlobalPlatform’s members, however,

on a non-discriminatory basis

are acutely aware that the technical

– from technology suppliers and

specifications published will have

integrators;

little or no value if they are developed

GlobalPlatform Card Committee
Define industry and technology neutral specifications for card and application management on a dynamic
single or multi application smartcard from multiple service providers.
GlobalPlatform Device Committee
Define an open architecture and software framework for single and multi-application card acceptance
devices, enabling the rapid development and deployment of acceptance device applications from multiple
service providers.
GlobalPlatform Systems Committee
Define open specifications that can be used for the back-office infrastructure of any smartcard program,
creating an industry and technology neutral smartcard management environment which is able to support
all market requirements, with specific support for GlobalPlatform cards.
Government Task Force
Simplify the adoption of specification technology to mitigate the risk of standards fracturing at this critical
time of contactless and biometry technology deployment.
Mobile Task Force
Simplify the adoption of specification technology to mitigate the risk of standards fracturing at this critical
time of mobile payment technology deployment.
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and delivered in isolation. As a result,

is, and will continue to be, crucial for

GlobalPlatform has a rich history of

GlobalPlatform to remain a leading

successful partnerships with other

technology independent platform. It

associations

is also this ability to transcend across

operating

within

the

sector and vertical markets to ensure

market

the seamless integration of alternative

industry convergence, that enables

and complementary standards and

GlobalPlatform to be at the forefront of

solutions being deployed. This activity

today’s smartcard market.

boundaries,

and

support

"

ABOUT GLOBALPLATFORM
Founded in 1999, GlobalPlatform is a non-profit industry association
whose knowledge and resources have been driven to create a global
infrastructure for single and multiple application smartcards. Its members
include hardware, chip and technology vendors, payment associations,
integrators,

telecommunications

organizations

and

international

government agencies, which come together to debate future industry
needs and, in response to these requirements, publish and maintain a
suite of specifications that will enable a secure, scalable and interoperable
smartcard infrastructure.

IMPLEMENTING INTEROPERABILITY
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! THE INTEROPERABILITY
CHALLENGE
By Marc Gemeto, Convenor of Eurosmart Market and Technology Working group and
Bruno Rouchouze, Convenor of Eurosmart Electronic Identity subgroup

To adapt to the changes in the industry, Eurosmart has
launched new initiatives, such as contactless market studies
and new working groups that focus on non smartcard form
factors and eGovernment. The Association has also developed
a long-term vision for 2020, which foresees upcoming
evolutions in the Smart Security Industry. New solutions will
emerge to better fulfill new types of transactions – functions
will be further developed, and new applications will answer
the new needs of mobility.
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With this in mind, interoperability,

organizational and semantic aspects,

especially in the public sector, will

as well as trust, security and technical

become a very important factor.

frameworks.

eID is at the heart of the ambitious
i2010 program to fight fraud, identity
theft and protect privacy. Modernizing administrations and improving
services to the citizen must respond to
the need for openness, mutualization
of information and secure exchanges.
By 2009, each and every EU state will
have begun the process of introducing
secure digital identification tools.

Interoperability: fundamental to
access a mobile world
An

interoperable

all

nations

is

solution
crucial,

By 2010, European citizens
and businesses shall
be able to benefit from
secure means of electronic
identification that maximize
user convenience while
respecting data protection
regulations. Such a means
shall be made available
under the responsibility
of the Member States but
recognized across the EU. […]
Ministerial Declaration from
the 25 Member States
Manchester e-Government 2005

across
however

there are obstacles which include:
relatively

centralized

and

often

proprietary architectures; fragmented

European efforts concerning the inter-

responsibilities

coll-

operability of technological means

developed

and directives on electronic signa-

digital modernization programs and a

tures, eCommerce, eBilling and public

wide range of ID and exchange security

purchasing, have opened the way to

methods.

regulated standards.

Therefore, eGovernment interopera-

Standards: The right answer for

bility must be based on a general

interoperability

framework agreed upon by all member

The

states and the protection of the

undertaken

fundamental freedom of citizens and

unite common views and definitions

their personal data. It covers the legal,

regarding eID needs.

aborations;

and

difficult

nationally

THE INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGE

standardization
by

ISO

process
and

CEN

is
to

!
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! The European Citizen Card (ECC)

state-of-the-art specifications,

Standard is a key opportunity for

with a consistent program for the

Europe. It is the only way to guarantee

update and maintenance of such

a high level of trust and confidence

specifications;

within authorities and partners by

• Presents a cost-effective advantage

providing a reference backed up by

that will be easy to maintain due

the smart security industry leaders.

to support from the smartcard

It is also a good way to provide

industry;

convenience, comfort and new trans-

• Allows European countries to

national services to the citizens. This

take a worldwide leadership with

new technical standard:

a competitive and exportable
technology.

• Ensures that all citizens’ privacy
will be correctly preserved;

This ECC standard is a central element

• Ensures a true interoperable and

for an interoperable eID management

highly secured eID smartcard

system and a key enabler for the

platform for internal country usage

achievement of the i2010 objectives.

(homeland) and cross-border usage
(i.e. within the EU area);
• Ensures common, transparent and
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Conclusions
Eurosmart’s recommendation is to

EUROSMART

SECURE 1/08

clearly interconnect existing systems,
and to standardize a full common
solution for upcoming eID projects
within the EU.

ABOUT EUROSMART
EUROSMART is an international non profit association
bringing together major com-

The European Citizen Card standard,

panies representing 80% of the

with specific profiles for eID, has the

world smartcard shipments

right support and confirms that the

and covering all the value

smartcard is the most appropriate tool

chain.

for security and privacy requirements

since 1995, Eurosmart has

connected with eID.

positioned itself as a privileged

Based

in

Brussels

interlocutor of European Institutions, as it provides an

In a digital world,
interoperability is the key
to citizen mobility
Viviane Reding, Commissioner for
Information Society and Media.
Berlin, 1 March 2007

ideal forum for the exchange
of marketing and technical
data and acts as a catalyst for
all stakeholders.
With the growth of digital
interactions in everyday life
and the fact that smartcards

Smartcard technology is the ideal

already play a part in many

trusted personal eID device in all

sectors

European citizens’ pockets. It is

finance, transport and now

independent from the infrastructure

eGovernment, the association

and already well adopted in other

has acknowledged this change

domains such as mobile telephony,

to become the “Voice of the

pay TV or banking applications. It

Smart Security Industry”.

such

as

telecoms,

can become the most cost-effective
and secure solution for tomorrow’s
citizens’ digital identity, ensuring
interoperability

while

protecting

citizen’s privacy and providing an
opportunity to further improve the life
of European citizens.

"
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OPENING UP
INTEROPERABILITY...

! PROGRESS THROUGH
UNIFORMITY
The Silicon Trust

Individuality plays a vital role in life and in business. It’s what
helps firms to mark themselves out from their competitors.
It makes people easier to remember – and it keeps life
interesting. After all, who wants the same experience in Berlin
and in Bordeaux? Or in Salzburg and in Southampton? But this
individualistic take on life and business has its limitations.
Imagine a world where an identity document you were issued
in Vienna would not work in Venice. So, to ensure smartcards
and other ID documents operate within a specified area, work
is taking place behind the scenes to ensure that both the
documents and the devices are truly interoperable.
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Achieving interoperability

evaluation. Test suites and reference

To achieve technical interoperability,

implementations based on application

secure technologies firms need to

standards are created from many

develop

relevant providers to a market. For

to

technologies

application

that

adhere
that

example, with the EU tachograph, there

established.

are four providers of the application

For example, there are published

operating system (OS) on various

specifications for the smartcard-based

micro-controllers worldwide and more

technology used in the European

than 20 providers of application OS

Union (EU) tachograph, which has

exist for the latest generation of high-

been in operation since September

speed contactless microcontrollers.

have

already

specifications
been

2006. Likewise, firms have to abide by
the ePassport specifications set out in

An essential feature
of establishing standards
and specifications
is evaluation

ICAO 9303 and by the EU for second
generation passports, as well as the
new generation of travel documents.

At this point, it is worth examining
the difference between a standard
and a specification. A standard can be

Test

thought of as a tool box, with some/

be

many

combination

such as smartcards, passports and

of options. A specification focuses

readers. These must be based on

on certain topics of a standard or

application standards and application

describes a particular framework. In

specifications. Such tests include so-

other words, standards allow many

called conformity tests for ePassports

different kinds of implementation.

and

For example, in the ePassport world,

published under ISO 10373 part 6.

options

and/or

specifications
established

also

for

reader/terminals,

have

to

components

and

are

four security levels are set out in the
standard. Meanwhile, specifications

Testing, such as the five global

can stand alone from a standard.

interoperability tests of ePassports
and border control terminals between

An essential feature of establishing

2004 and 2006, is organized by neutral,

standards

industry-independent bodies.

and

specifications

PROGRESS THROUGH UNIFORMITY
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Figure 1 : Interoperability tests for ePassports and border control terminals
1st

Canberra, Australia

February 2004

2nd

West Virginia, USA

July 2004

3rd

Sydney, Australia

August 2004

4th

Tokyo, Japan

March 2005

5th

Singapore

November 2005

6th

Berlin, Germany

May 2006

! Certified components tests must be

online

authentication

and

card

carried out by neutral bodies, such

payment, to the technical standards

as the Central Information Systems

covering issues such as protocols

Security Division (DCSSI) in France,

and coding. It requires a systematic

the

Bundesamt

in

approach

der

Informationstechnik

in

procedural and systems expertise to

Germany, the New Media Develop-

ensure that technical and infrastructure

ment Association (NMDA) in Japan

standards are maintained, and policies

or the National Institute of Standards

and laws governing a technology’s use

and Technologies (NIST) in the US.

are adhered to (see figure 1).

für

Sicherheit
(BSI)

that

applies

strategy,

Such bodies can carry out security
certification, such as Common Criteria

From technology…

Evaluation Assurance Levels. They can

At the international level, many stand-

also carry out application certification

ards are overseen by the International

for particular components, such as the

Organization for Standardization (ISO)

BSI Technical Guideline (TR ePass)

and the International Electrotechnical

tests for ePassports.

Commission (IEC). These organizations establish and regulate many

Interoperability
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every

of the technical standards that apply

aspect of the secure technologies

to secure technologies. ISO 7816, for

world, from the application standards

example, is the best-known standard

which

particular

for smartcards and applies to con-

technology can be used for a certain

tact cards. Another standard that is

function worldwide, such as travel,

increasingly being used commercially

govern

influences

how

CAUSE & EFFECT

a
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is ISO 14443. First used mainly in the

comprises six working groups (WGs):

mass transit market, it is now addition-

WG1 – Harmonized biometric

ally applied to many other contactless

vocabulary;

uses such as eGovernment.

WG2 – Biometric technical
interfaces;

The ISO and the IEC also host a number
of technical committees which develop
standards for specific technologies.

WG3 – Biometric data interface
formats;
WG4 – Profiles for biometric

ISO/IEC Joint Committee 1 (JTC1),

applications;

for example, establishes IT standards

WG5 – Biometric testing and

and has a number of sub-committees
(SCs) that do work relevant to the

reporting;
WG6 – Cross-jurisdictional and

secure technologies world. JTC1/SC17

societal aspects.

is responsible for the international

These WGs have defined a number

standardization of cards and personal

of standards, including the BioAPI

ID, while JTC1/SC37 is responsible for

specification, ISO 19784; ISO 19785,

biometric standards.

which covers the Common Biometric
Exchange Framework Format (CBEFF);

SC37 was established in 2002 and

PROGRESS THROUGH UNIFORMITY
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! Data Interchange Format; ISO 19795,
covering

biometric

testing

and

reporting; and ISO 24708, a protocol

in the health industry and focuses on
specific healthcare issues relating to
certificate profiles.

for communication between a system
supporting a biometric device and a

To application…

central repository of biometric data.

In the applications world, work is
taking place both internationally and

A number of standards also apply

throughout the European Union (EU)

to Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

to ensure interoperability between

when used in the eID world. For

devices and documents in specific

example, ISO/IEC 18014 describes

sectors. For example, many of SC17’s

mechanisms producing independent

WGs are involved in producing eID

tokens, and ISO/TS 17090-2 specifies

document standards:

the certificate profiles required to
interchange healthcare information
within a single organization, between
different organizations and across
jurisdictional boundaries. It details
the use made of PKI digital certificates

30
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WG1 – Physical characteristics and
test methods for ID cards;
WG3 – Identification cards
– machine-readable travel
documents;
WG4 – Integrated circuit cards
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with contacts;

the challenges of deploying documents

WG8 – Integrated circuit cards

across the EU. Its Joint Research

without contacts;

Centre (JRC) has been supporting

WG9 – Optical memory cards

biometrics and acting as a moderator

and devices;

between developers and politicians

WG10 – Motor vehicle driver license
and related documents;

looking at ways of carrying out largescale deployments.

WG11 – Application of biometrics
to cards and personal
identification;
WG15 – European Citizen Card.
ISO WG10 has been developing an
international driver license standard
since 1999, a project which has involved
input from 13 member countries. It
has established ISO 18013, which is
now being used in countries such as

In the applications world,
work is taking place
both internationally and
throughout the European
Union (EU) to ensure
interoperability between
devices and documents in
specific sectors

Japan to combat counterfeiting, stream
line license administration, improve
driver convenience and protect driver

The EC has now passed a number

privacy.

of security-related regulations, including 2252/2004. This defines the

At the same time, SC7 WG3 has

standards for the security features

been working with the International

and

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

travel documents, and also sets out

to develop the global standard for

the rules governing the introduction

ePassports. These specifications are

of ePassports in all member states. In

set out in ICAO Document No 9303

December 2004, it decided to introduce

(Doc9303).

technical

biometrics

in

passports

specifications

to

and

enable

biometric markers to be included on
EU perspective

travel documents under regulation
(EC)

2252/2004. And by February 2005,

has also been heavily involved in

it had adopted the first phase of the

developing standards and addressing

ePassport

The

European

Commission

PROGRESS THROUGH UNIFORMITY
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! Member states were set an August

the technical specifications by calling

8 2006 deadline, by which date they

for the use of fingerprints as a second

had to include facial biometric images

biometric marker in ePassports. It also

on all new ePassports. The image on

specified that information stored in

each ePassport – which is stored on the

the second generation of ePassports

chip along with personal information

must be protected by Extended Access
Control (EAC). Member states must
comply with this by June 28 2009.

The European Commission
(EC) has also been heavily
involved in developing
standards and addressing
the challenges of deploying
documents across the EU

National ID and residence permits
The EC has also defined standards
for the national ID cards that many
EU citizens use for travelling to
neighboring

countries.

These

are

set out in regulation 14351/2001 and
specify chip-based ID1 format cards
such as name and date of birth– must

(credit card-sized) containing ID data.

be protected by Basic Access Control

32

(BAC) and Passive Authentication (PA)

Other regulations include 0269/2006,

security protocols. On June 28 2006,

which covers the Schengen visa for

the EC adopted the second phase of

foreigners who stay in Europe for a
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Figure 2: Status of CEN standards being developed
Project reference

Title

Status

prEN 1332-3

Identification card systems – Man-machine interface – Part
3: Key pads

Under approval

prEN 14890-1

Application Interface for smartcards used as secure signature
creation devices – Part 1: Basic services

Under approval

prEN 14890-2

Application Interface for smartcards used as secure signature
creation devices – Part 2: Additional services

Under approval

prCEN/TS 13987-1

Identification card systems – Interoperable Citizen Services
– User Related Information – Part 1: Definition of User Related
Information and Implementation

Under development

prEN 1332-1

Identification card systems – Human-machine interface – Part
1: Design principles for the user interface

Under approval

maximum of 90 days. This specifies

states – into an 8KB contact-based

a chip-less document with security

card. This could be rolled out as early

printed biometric data that has a

as 2010.

machine-readable zone line.
RTP
Regulation 1030/2002 provides stand-

ePassport technology is also being

ards for residence permit cards for

applied

foreigners who stay in the EU for

Programs (RTPs). However, devel-

extended periods of more than 90

opment of standards in this area is

days. This specifies a chip-based card

lagging behind other applications. As a

with biometric data.

result, the use of biometrics in RTPs is

to

Registered

Traveler

not yet compatible with the ICAO 9303
eHealth

scheme for ePassports, EU regulation

International standards for eHealth

2252/2004 or the US VISIT framework

cards have already been finalized

(the scheme established in the US to

in ISO TC 715. In the EU, work is

protect its borders). Biometric matching

continuing on turning the E111 card –

in RTPs may be ‘one-to-one’ or ‘one-to-

which is used by EU citizens to obtain

many’. And, although most programs

emergency medical treatment when

run a biometric in combination with

traveling cross-border within member

a smartcard, both contact-based (as !
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! is the case in the US) and contactless

Normalisation CEN) supports the aims

(as in France) technologies are being

of the EU and European Economic

deployed.

Area (EEA) with voluntary technical
standards, and contributes to work
on

Numerous bodies established
by governments and
industry groups carry out
testing based on either the
technologies themselves or
their applications.

smartcard

standards

through

Technical Committee 224 (TC224).
This covers personal identification,
electronic signature and cards and
their related systems and operations
(bank,

transport,

telecoms

and

eGovernment). See figure 2, page 33.

A number of CEN WGs are of
However, progress is slowly being

particular interest to those involved

made. For example, in the US, the

in the secure technologies industries.

Registered Traveler Interoperability

CEN/TC244/WG15

Consortium

been

European citizen cards; CEN/TC224/

established

(RTIC)

has

focuses

on

to

develop

common

WG16 concentrates on application

rules

and

technical

interfaces for smartcards used as

standards to create a permanent

Secure Signature Creation Devices

interoperable and vendor-neutral RTP.

(SSCDs);

And in Europe, the EC’s Directorate-

covers SSCD protection profiles.

business

and

CEN/TC224/WG17

General (DG) for Justice, Freedom
and Security (JLS) and DG Transport

CEN

and Energy (TREN) are promoting a

15480, ‘Identification card systems

series of studies aimed at developing

– European Citizen Card, physical,

a means by which travelers can

electrical

cross

characteristics’,

the

EU’s

external

borders

Technical

and

Specification

transport
was

protocol
published

using automated or semi-automated

in May 2007. Covering ID cards,

procedures.

smartcards, identification methods,
travel and administrative documents,

34

CEN

data processing, data security, and

The European Committee for Stand-

cryptography for eID cards issued in

ardization

Europe, it contains four parts:

(Comité
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Part 1: Physical, electrical properties

factor in achieving interoperability.

and transport protocols;

Numerous

Part 2: Logical data structures and

governments and industry groups

card services;

carry out testing based on either the

Part 3: Middleware and

technologies

interoperability;

applications.

bodies

established

themselves

or

by

their

Part 4: Application profiles.
The specification describes the ID

Currently, ePassports are one of the

card as a chip card conforming to ISO/

key focuses of testing. Evaluation is

IEC 7186-1 and -2 standards for the

most advanced in the area of BAC,

contact interface and ISO/IEC 14443

where 90% of ePassports have now

for the contactless interface. The

been tested. EAC assessment – which

usual T=0 or T=1 transport protocols

was started by the Essen Group

can be used, meaning that connection

(the organization behind ePassport

via USB is already supported.

document conformity testing) and
is now being taken forward by the

Testing

Brussels Interoperability Group (BIG)

Stringent testing procedures are a key

– has increased from 15% of current !
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! ePassport designs being tested at

specifications

and

guidelines

to

the beginning of 2007 to 50% being

provide organizations with an open

tested through BIG in Paris in October

and

2007. The eventual aim is to test

smartcards.

standard

method

for

using

90% of current ePassport designs or
EAC. Meanwhile, tests on ePassport

In Europe, the Minutiae Template

readers are starting, while those on

Interoperability Testing (MTIT) project

biometry and border controls have yet

aims to improve the interoperability

to commence.

of fingerprint biometrics for use in
visa, residence permits and travel
documents. Co-founded by the EC

However, while progress
has been made with
applications such as
tachographs and ePassports,
there are others where
interoperability will not be
achieved

within the Sixth Framework Program
(STREP), its starting point is the
existing work on fingerprint minutiae
data interchange standards and the
current NIST benchmark of minutiae
interoperability. It will build on these
to improve the standards, the test
methods and the interoperability of
fingerprint minutiae systems.

Elsewhere, organizations such as the
US National Institute of Standards

With the secure technologies industry

and Technology (NIST) have been

maturing

evaluating

to ensure compliance is essential.

biometric

Assessments
Recognition

36

technologies.

include
Vendor

the
Test

Face
(FRVT)

rapidly,

ongoing

work

However, while progress has been
made

with

applications

such

as

and the Iris Challenge Evaluation

tachographs and ePassports, there

(ICE). While these are not real-

are

world evaluations, they do provide

will not be achieved. For example,

an insight into how the technology

there are now five different eHealth

is developing. The NIST Information

programs running in EU member

Technology

is

states, and it is not possible to make

also working with government and

these interoperable, with the German

industry

eHealth card (eGK) not working in

Laboratory

on

CAUSE & EFFECT
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interoperability

others
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France and the French eHealth card

could be a pivotal one for standards in

Sesam Vitale 2, not working in Spain.

Europe. With technical meetings being
hosted by the BIG half way through

As testing moves up a gear, the

2008 and interoperability tests slated

industry is learning the importance

for September, the EU may be on course

of developing both technologies and

to take another step towards becoming

policies to ensure that documents and

a more unified region for eID. And

readers are interoperable worldwide.

with the EU putting its weight behind

The BIG will take EAC forward to

establishing greater interoperability,

become an agreed standard with the

we – as a security community – must

necessary specifications, probably via

also work together to achieve the same

the ISO. But there are still challenges,

goal in areas such as eHealth, RTPs,

such as the need to achieve many goals

eDriving licenses, eResidence permits

within tight time constraints. This year

and eEntitlement cards.
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! INTEROPERABILITY –
A KEY CONCERN FOR SYSTEM
INTEGRATORS
An interview with Jan van der Sluis, Senior ID/Security Architect, Unisys

With the Silicon Trust focusing its attention on the issues
surrounding interoperability, SECURE spoke with Jan van
der Sluis from Unisys, to gain a better understanding of the
implications interoperability creates for the security industry.
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currently

the industry: for instance, there’s no

involved within the hardware security

such thing as a “Unisys fingerprint

industry? What application areas are

scanner” – it’s ‘how’ the different

Unisys interested in (such as Citizen

scanners are integrated, upgraded and

Cards or ePassports)?

maintained over their life cycle that is

SECURE:

How

is

Unisys

the critical focus.
JVDS: Visibility across business and
technology

infrastructures

helps

There is, however, a Unisys IP involved

clients design security programs and

in several worldwide implementations,

policies to protect IT infrastructure and

called the RAPIDS framework (Registry

assets, manage digital identities and

And Positive Identification System). It

secure supply chains without ‘locking

holds the necessary libraries, rules

down’ operations. Visibility leads to

and interfaces to build a true ID

more informed choices and better

system from a set of components that

alignment of security investments with

was very hard to integrate in the past.

business

This reduces the risk, implementation

objectives,

organizational

priorities and cost constraints.

time and cost significantly.

This is also the case for what we

SECURE: What projects have you been

call the ‘Identity and Credentialing’

involved in where interoperability has

pillar,

been a key concern?

which

includes

ePassports,

Biometrics,

Encryption,

Tokens

ID

cards,

Enrolment,

and

so

on.

JVDS: Across the different sectors,

Every implementation or framework

interoperability

is

always

a

key

description must start with a detailed

concern. Security is not a stand-alone

blueprint of the current situation, the

fact of life – you can’t ‘install it’ or

future plan and the migration path. It

‘buy it’. You have to make sure that ID

also recognizes all associated rules,

documents are accepted in more than

laws, dependencies and organizational

just your home country – biometric

aspects. Having put this together,

recognition methods are proprietary

a suitable solution can then be built

and may be subject to breaches.

and offered to the customer. This
solution will most likely contain best-

Of course, standardization is a vital

of-breed technical components from

component for interoperability. For !
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! this, Unisys actively participates in

embedded in a smartcard, which also

standardization and common interest

will include the holder’s photograph.

bodies,

This

and

develops

frameworks

vascular

image,

which

is

to achieve interoperability between

recognized by a non-invasive infrared

technological and process components.

sensor, will be used to identify the

Some examples include:

card holder when he or she presents
the card and places the back of his/her

• Identification

and

credentialing

hand in the scanner.

– increased effectiveness
Government

of

Malaysia:

Unisys

It’s in compliance with the Marine

helped the government of Malaysia

Transportation Security Regulation

create the biometric ‘MyKad’ program,

requirement to authenticate a card

which has streamlined and expanded

holder as being the card owner, which

citizen services and secured a wide

then grants access to restricted areas

range of transactions and private

and facilities.

information. All of the information
serviced by this system (including
drivers’ licenses, public transport,

• Border security – increased effectiveness and service

ATM banking, health care access,

Government of Malaysia: Additional

emergency medical information and

border security information of the

small

‘MyKad’

purchases)

is

biometrically

program

enables

quick

secured resulting in less fraud and

exit and re-entry of Malaysians at

more secure transactions.

immigration
crippled

checkpoints

syndicates

and

selling

has
fake

Port of Halifax: Unisys Canada Inc.

IDs to more than 1 million illegal

was awarded the contract to develop

immigrants.

and manage a biometric credentialing

40

and access control database system

The

(CACDS) for approximately 4,000 of

authority,

its port workers. Unisys will integrate

Ikusi and Unisys Spain to overhaul

vascular

the security for its domestic and

scanning

technology

to

Spanish

airport

AENA,

has

identify port workers as part of the

international

CACDS system. An infrared scan of the

contract,

Unisys

back of the cardholder’s hand will be

standard

integrated

CAUSE & EFFECT
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airports.
is

selected

Under

the

developing
security

a

sys-
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tem across all Spanish airports, including access control systems and
closed circuit TV (CCTV) networks.
Unisys is running a pilot program at
Barcelona’s El Prat Airport, which is
being gradually implemented in all
other Spanish airports. The standard
security system, which has been
developed in response to increased
security

challenges

facing

the

transportation industry, enables AENA
to improve its security capabilities,

law that regulates Corporate Board

such as video surveillance, biometric

responsibilities).

analysis and data sharing between
airports. The open system, which
will be implemented as standard

• Supply chain visibility – increased
efficiency and effectiveness

across the authority, also improves

U.S. Army: Starting in 1994, Unisys

coordination between the security

worked with the U.S. Army to develop

and IT departments to achieve a

and manage the world’s largest RFID-

highly secure environment and reduce

based network to support in-transit

operating costs.

visibility across the supply chain.
With more than 125,000 air pallet and

• Identity and access management

container shipments being tracked

– reduced IT costs, increased com-

and 15,000 tags written weekly, the

pliance

U.S. Army has been able to increase

XL Global Services: Unisys worked with

the efficiency and effectiveness in

a leading financial services provider to

the movement of $2 billion worth of

design and implement global sign-on

assets and supplies, while achieving

and identity management solutions

significant cost savings and avoiding

for improved security and streamlined

redundant orders.

user access. In addition to saving
more than $600,000, XL improved its

Operation Safe Commerce: Unisys

ability to demonstrate compliance

supply chain and security experts

with

fully

SOX

(The

Sarbanes-Oxley

assessed

gaps,
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! vulnerabilities at supply chain nodes
in Pakistan, Sri Lanka and four U.S.

of the scheme as a whole, avoiding any
misunderstanding about its purpose.

ports, developing process blueprints
incorporating RFID, GPS, cellular and

SECURE: What were the lessons learned?

sensor technologies to strengthen
global supply chain security and

JVDS: I think that four lessons can

protect the flow of goods.

be learned with respect to Interoperability:

SECURE: How did you overcome any

• Clarify exactly what interoperability

issues?

is.
JVDS: Using the approach described

In some countries, it may just be the

earlier, whereby we minimize the

physical appearance of an ID card,

risk of any issues occurring during

whilst in other countries applications

the different phases of such a project.

will be shared;

This was completed by a number
of workshops held with the client

• Remain realistic about the cost and

and a strict project management

duration of a project, and how this

procedure to embed the outcome

is communicated.

of these workshops in the project

If

itself. But most important of all is

electronic passport to be delivered

the focus on change management.

in two years, and it turns out to be

Since

can

50% more expensive and taking three

span over many years, there’s a

years to complete, then there will be

probability that changes will occur.

immediate resistance. The use of a

Change management set up from the

framework greatly helps in making

beginning can overcome any sudden

project predictions;

implementation

times

governments

promise

a

cheap

issues.
• Use standards as much as possible.
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The control management subject must

They are the only way forward,

be addressed, too. Where a system

especially within Europe, where the

manages

passports,

European Commission is creating a

access points and cards, it can be of

blueprint for future interoperability of

great value to streamline the operation

digital identities;

applications,

CAUSE & EFFECT
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• Pay attention to security.

Requirements should be stated clearly

It’s really important to look at key

and unambiguously. This requires

management

preparation of the documents, looking

systems

for

optimal

control and access rights to data

at

– don’t forget to look at data security

issues. It also needs proper and

as well. You may secure a process by

realistic

using biometrics and smartcards, but

National ID card programs have been

forget to safeguard the data.

delayed due to optimistic planning

standards

and

planning.

interoperability

Many

of

the

and consequent re-working of earlier
SECURE: What should governments be

assumptions.

aware of?

Lastly, Identity programs should be
JVDS: Governments should be aware

embedded within the eGovernment

of

organization

‘vision’. There’s no point issuing ID

in place, consisting of technology

cards for the sake of issuing itself.

offices,

Benefits should be communicated and

getting

the

right

security

izational/HR

practices,

departments

organand

of

savings in the governmental space

course the judicial affairs and in

should be invested in the ID program

many cases, ministries also have to

setup, or eventually reimbursed to the

co-operate. For instance, an eID card

citizen (in the form of added services

normally falls under the jurisdiction

or even lower fees). In the end, it’s the

of a Ministry of Internal Affairs,

citizen who has to accept this.

whilst an ePassport is of concern
to the Ministry of External Affairs.

SECURE: In what other areas do you

But

expect Interoperability to be an issue?

the

same

infrastructure

for

issuance and verification could apply
to both, so working together could

JVDS: Apart from interoperability

save a lot of money. In addition, many

between countries or governmental

ID documents will contain inform-

bodies, there are also huge cost savings

ation

used

to be made in sharing infrastructure or

such

as

for

other

purposes,
license

specifications. For instance, in an e-

applications or access control. It’s a

Government structure, why can’t an

mixed environment that will require

ID card be used in the present banking

stakeholder commitment.

network, even using the standard !

health,

driving
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! PIN verification for performing a

using best practices and components.

transaction? Or, why can’t I utilize my

These components may be certified

ID card within a corporate security

for a specific purpose, and must be

infrastructure, using my ‘government-

able to function in an open structure

approved’ fingerprint to have access to

in conjunction with other components.

premises? This convergence between

GlobalPlatform can greatly help in this

logical and physical access across

from an Industry perspective, and be

multiple

will

the glue between other initiatives like

become commonplace in the next few

ETSI, NFC, BioAPI Consortium and

years, and will certainly raise some

ICAO.

disparate

interoperability

networks

issues,

"

especially

concerning the overall responsibility
for the schemes – can there be just one

ABOUT UNISYS

owner or do each of the applications

Unisys

operate under separate management?

Enterprise

Security

provides visibility to aid organizations to identify vulnerabilities,

define

effective

Interoperability of ID schemes will also

secrity policies and manage the

be driven from the growth of Internet

associated risks.

usage. In the future, applying for a
visa for a foreign country will be done
online, but then we have to ensure

Through visibility, organizations
can decide for themselves ‘how
much security is enough?’

that no mistakes are possible in such
a process, otherwise this could lead to

To

travel restrictions once at the airport.

use a flexible, model-driven

create

visibility,

Unisys

approach to help clients see and
SECURE: How can the industry help in

understand the interconnections
between

strategy,

process,

its objective to achieve truly harmonized

applications and infrastructure

large scale projects?

layers, and how new security
policies

JVDS: The industry can greatly help
in this, by providing guidelines and
whitepapers

for

governments

or

tools

affect

performance in all of those
dimensions.

(or

government bodies) on how to specify
the requirements and for what purpose,
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! INTEROPERABILITY ACROSS
BORDERS
An Interview with Nanne Onland, Director, Dartagnan BV
(Full member of Schiphol Group)

As the industry has seen an increased interest in the
development and deployment of border control/passage
applications, we spoke with Dartagnan BV’s Nanne Onland,
to find out how Registered Traveler Programs (RTPs) can
transcend borders and become truly interoperable, benefiting
both the traveler and the authorities.
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SECURE: How is Dartagnan currently

the journey experience. Therefore, in

involved within the hardware security

exchange for permitting detailed (one-

industry? What application areas are

off) background checks in advance, so

Dartagnan interested in?

called ‘Registered Travelers’ can make
use of automated clearance facilities

NO: Dartagnan specializes in programs

for border passage and/or security

that provide registered travelers with

by making use of their biometric

fast border passage and security

identifiers, sometimes in addition to

checks at airports using biometric

enjoying other premium membership

identifiers such as iris recognition and

benefits that are often included within

fingerprints.

airport service programs.

SECURE: What projects have you been

RTPs present aviation stakeholders

involved in where interoperability has

with a great opportunity to work

been a key concern?

together. By facilitating friendly (i.e.
known) flows, border authorities can

NO:

Privium,

Saphire,

Dutch

redirect resource to areas of risk (i.e.

Government ePassport testing and

unknown). Airports and airlines can

various other passenger facilitation

then simplify passenger travel for

airport trails – in all of these there

‘Registered Travelers’ and add com-

are different sorts of interoperability

fort and convenience to the travel

issues. (See figure 1, page 49).

experience.

Longer waiting times, increased and

Currently, all RTPs and/or pilots in

more complex security measures, often

operation around the World function

coupled with ‘indifferent’ service, is

in national isolation and are not in any

the typical experience for travelers

way connected to one another; hence,

nowadays and the more frequent the

they offer no benefit of international

travel, the more often these recurring

(door to door) travel to the traveler.

problems are encountered.

Most of the programs require voluntary
application by the traveler and include

For those travelers who are prepared

background

to

Government

voluntarily

undertake

upfront

security screening, RTPs can ease

INTEROPERABILITY ACROSS BORDERS

checks

performed

Officials

before

by
the

biometric enabled smartcard is issued !
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! and can be used at automated fast

Authorities operating RTPs optimize

lane facilities. In that sense we foresee

only a single process step in a

different sorts of RTPs at the (airport)

passenger’s journey at the airport (i.e.

borders:

Border authorities operate only an RTP

• Programs requiring voluntary and

for automated border passage and the

upfront application, risk assessments,

Security Authorities operate an RTP

enrolment and issuance of credentials

for a security fast lane), whereas RTPs

and/or storage of biometric identifiers

have the potential to expedite travelers

in databases (typically for outside

across the entire process using one

of EU third country nationals and/or

or more credential(s) and biometric

VISA holders, but also EU citizens as

identifiers. Airports have a crucial

long as the ePassport cannot be used

role to play in providing the necessary

in sufficient volumes at airports).

‘common use’ infrastructures for RTPs

• Progams

based

on

ePassport

and, depending on local circumstances,

documents (typically for EU citizens

operate these programs in public and

that are free to move across the

private partnerships with Government

EU borders without any upfront

authorities and airlines.

procedure).
Frequent travelers fly to and from
Most
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Figure 1: Privium and Saphire Registered Traveler Programs

Airport &
Country

Biometric
Technology

Automated
Border
Passage

Preferred
Check In

Preferred
Security
Lane

Priority
Parking

Privium

Schiphol,
Amsterdam

Iris on
smartcard

Y

Y

Y

Y

Saphire

Soekarno-Hatta
Airport Jakarta

Iris, finger
& face on
smartcard

Y

Y

Y

Y

type and level of service everywhere.

airlines and Government authorities)

At Dartagnan, our aim is to support

to work together and to look for a

the setting up of a network of

‘win-win’ situation for all involved.

internationally connected RT airport

Recently, Government authorities have

service programs in partnership with

primarily focused on the ePassport in

international airports and government

relation to automated border passage.

authorities. In our opinion, a Privium

The ePassport as a token is certainly

card that is issued in the Netherlands,

one of the major elements of an

should be able to work at another

automated

airport and potentially with other

but there’s much more to it than that.

service providers. Because of this,

In the EU there’s a consensus between

one of our activities in the Airport

the stakeholders that a gap exists

Council International (ACI) Europe,

between today’s processes and those

where we’re developing a task force on

planned for 2017 and further, when

border control and RTPs, is to focus on

there will be a sufficient volume of

developing an interoperable solution

ePassports in use to justify structural

that can be used at all EU airports,

investments and changes in airport

in addition to and in advance of the

infrastructure. Taking these points

second generation ePassports.

into consideration, it’s clear that a

borderpassage

solution,

solution is required in the foreseeable
SECURE: What are the key concerns and

future allowing interoperable travel

issues with this project?

between

international

airports.

And from our experience with the
NO: One of the main issues so far has

Privium and Saphire programs, we

been in creating awareness amongst

feel suitably equipped to contribute

the stakeholders involved (i.e. airports,

to this interoperable solution. The !

INTEROPERABILITY ACROSS BORDERS
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! good news is that since the European

Information

between

EU

Member

Commission has launched its Border

states, as well as cooperation between

Communiqué on the protection of EU

both public and private parties for

borders in which RTP’s are specifically

increasing the security of EU borders

addressed, momentum is gaining.

must also be improved, as well as the
development of logistical traveler flows

SECURE: What should governments be

and throughput.

aware of?

Of course, the issue of finance also has
NO: Governments should be aware

to be addressed. Who will be paying

of the potential of public and private

for the RTP infrastructure? In our

partnerships in the area of border

experience there could be two or three

automation that can help drive the

models:

set up of RTPs. The most important

• The airport or other service provider

factor here is to look for partnerships

invests, the traveler is a member of

and common interests, and focus on

an airport RTP program and pays

the main areas of expertise within the

directly for the service, and there is

group:

a clear added value.

• Government authorities – looking

• The airport invests, RTP infrastruc-

after the public interest, setting

ture is for general use at the airport

rules and requirements and law

and investments are earned back

enforcing;

through the passenger and security

• Private industry – providing

charges (i.e. ticket price).

financing, infrastructural facilities,
operations and customer service.

• The Authorities (i.e. tax payer) pays
for the facilities, because it is seen
as public infrastructure of a certain

In the future, we’ll see new processes

country. In this case there is a clear

emerge

at

justification on the Government’s

land, sea and airports. Therefore,

end that these facilities are not

carriers, ports and authorities will

just for the traveling public, but for

have to revise their current (and often

everybody.

for

handling

travelers

independent) processes to create new

50

definitions and agreements for the

In my opinion, only the first 2 options

facilitation of international travelers.

are viable in reality.
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RTPs are a first step for a total change

best practices from other sectors – let’s

in travel processes and can offer addi-

not ‘reinvent the wheel’ in the aviation

tional, immediate benefits to a trav-

business, when there are relevant

eler’s journey, in terms of both pro-

lessons to be learnt from other areas

cess and experience. RTPs can be a

such as telecoms and banking. In

win-win situation for all stakeholders

that respect, an organization like the

involved; combining security, conve-

Silicon Trust is a very useful tool for

nience and efficiency with business

providing such varied experience.

"

drivers – all in one program, as well as
being an important ‘proving-ground’
or basis for future mass automated

ABOUT DARTAGNAN

traveler processes.

Dartagnan helps to develop
and operate RTP’s in airport

SECURE: In what other areas do you

environments. Either as a

expect interoperability to be an issue?

public service or as part of an
airport service program for

NO: We’d also expect interoperability

frequent passengers that enjoy

issues of a non-technical nature: if we

premium services, including

don’t have international co-operation

biometric enabled fast lanes

on these matters, every country will

for

create its own direction in terms of

security; front row parking;

developing checkpoint processes and

dedicated check-in and VIP

different automated border passage

lounge access. Dartagnan’s

processes could lead to ambiguous

proven

and confusing situations for the user.

methodology and solutions are

border

passage

business

and

model,

derived from both the Privium
SECURE: How can the industry help in its

and Saphire programs and the

objective to achieve a truly harmonized

border redesign programs at

large scale project?

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.

NO: The industry should work together
with aviation business initiatives to
share knowledge, experiences and best
practices. It’s also important to look at

INTEROPERABILITY ACROSS BORDERS
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! CHALLENGES OF
INTEROPERABILITY IN A
CONTACTLESS WORLD
By Dietmar Wendling, VP Marketing, SCM Microsystems GmbH

Today, the word interoperability (the ability for different
devices or systems to work seamlessly together) is used in
relation to a host of diverse technologies, applications and
projects. But what does interoperability mean in the world of
smartcards and readers? What role does interoperability play
in the growing number of large, security sensitive smartcard
based solutions such as National ID, ePassports, access control,
payment systems or in eHealthcare applications?
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Addressing interoperability
Interoperability

been

abroad only when submitting the

important for the smartcard industry.

correct forms to prove their entitlement.

For any smartcard program to be

Due to the many different types of

effective,

work

forms and procedures in the various

seamlessly with readers, and the

member states, this often limited the

readers with PCs or networks. This is

access of patients to local systems.

the

has

always

within the EU could receive healthcare

cards

must

perhaps even more important when
the cards and readers are supplied

With the introduction of the European

by different vendors or are used in

Health Insurance Card (EHIC) in 2004,

multiple environments or geographical

all citizens within the EU have the

areas.

same rights when traveling abroad
and can demonstrate their entitlement

With the emergence of contactless

to

technology as the interface of choice,

development of the card happened in

there are new risks and challenges,

several stages: first, an eye-readable

and the interoperability between the

plastic card was introduced, which

technologies and programs is critical.

was later replaced by an electronic

In addition, the increasing number,

card – the electronic EHIC (eEHIC) in

size and scope of smartcard programs

some European countries.

care

through

the

card.

The

have made interoperability, and the
technological

standardization

that

The aim of the eEHIC was to improve

enables it, a key focus of IT security

access

providers.

services by using advanced Web-

to

trans-European

health

oriented applications based on IT
In this article we look at three major

systems, smartcards or a combination

types

smartcard

of both. In addition, administrative

programs where interoperability is

procedures such as the processing

being addressed:

of billing between different member

of

contactless

eHealth cards,

National eID cards and ePassports.

states would also be simplified.

Towards an electronic European

The common objective was to create

health insurance card

an interoperable eEHIC throughout

In the past, European citizens traveling

Europe. National card projects framed !

CHALLENGES OF INTEROPERABILITY IN A CONTACTLESS WORLD
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! the development of the eEHIC and

established for a variety of reasons:

electronic verification of the validity of

as proof of identity, to vote, to prove

the card is the key central element of

age or to open a bank account.

the eEHIC.

Building

upon

the

technologies

introduced for the implementation of
With

many

European

countries

ePassports, eID cards will incorporate

involved in the program, it was

microprocessor technology to store

important to adhere to a set of common

personal

technology standards to ensure the

the electronic identification of the

interoperability between cards and

holder. The cards can also become

card readers that would be sourced

an efficient platform and interface for

from many different suppliers. To make

the receipt of government services or

sure this happened, technical solutions

privileges.

information

and

enable

were developed and evaluated to
ensure that all the readers in each

Unlike ePassports, which are being

country could read the relevant data,

implemented

on all European healthcare cards.

issued by the EU (EU2252/2004),

The eEHIC card is now valid in more

electronic

than 30 countries, including Italy,

being

Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and

set

Norway, demonstrating the successful

poses

and

interoperability.

consistent

implementation

of

under

ID

card

programs

introduced
of

specifications

using

only

recommendations,
potential

a

which

challenges
For

are

example,

for
EU

the program by adhering to agreed

recommendation 14351/2005 suggests

standards.

a secure application process and
compliance with the ePassport, e.g.
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Interoperability for eID cards

with a contactless security controller

Another example of the need for

chip and fingerprint identification.

interoperability is in the introduction

But while there are, as yet, no legally

of eID cards, which is taking place

binding

over the next few years by various

imposed by the European Commission,

governments. Identity cards have

there are technical security standards

been in common use throughout

that must be harmonized and complied

numerous countries around the world

with, which will help make electronic

for a while now. They have been

ID programs a success.
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standards

or

timetables
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Much

can

be

accomplished

by

building upon the work already done
to implement security features on
ePassports.

Bearing

in

mind

the

need for interoperability, standards
developed by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) are a
useful starting point. A good example
of a project taking such standards
into account is the National eID card
in Germany, which will be based on
technical standards and harmonization
that has been developed by European
partners within the last few years.

Overcoming the challenges of
interoperability

card readers, must be defined in terms

The large scale and increasingly global

of international standards so that

nature of high security applications,

the technology can be exported to

such as those described above, demand

other applications in other countries.

that specifications be agreed upon so

For

that all the various offerings of cards

multiple cards and card readers must

and readers will operate effectively

be guaranteed, and there must be

together in the marketplace. This has

consistent products available from

heightened the need for co-operation

manufacturers.

this,

interoperability

between

amongst manufacturers, technology
groups and governments, to ensure

To achieve this, both industry and

everything works together in a fast

governments are working together

changing environment. It is here that

to

interoperability comes into play.

and to co-operate in testing and

establish

implementing

common

those

standards

standards

The technology requirements across

effectively. For example, to develop

a variety of applications, cards and

a worldwide system for the issuance

program

and use of ePassports, the ICAO !

infrastructure,

including

CHALLENGES OF INTEROPERABILITY IN A CONTACTLESS WORLD
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! developed international methods, for

planned ePassports, National eID cards,

example additional test methods for

eHealth cards and the corresponding

PCD RF interface and PICC alternating

readers. And of course, this is an

field exposure, which it continues to

ongoing process whereby technologies

evaluate and refine during a series of

and programs will continue to evolve

interoperability tests. Leading experts

and grow, resulting in a new set of

from

interoperability challenges that must

industry

and

governments

have come together to perform cross

also be addressed.

testing of their passports and reader
designs at the tests. During the tests,

After

the participants experience at first-

significant progress is clearly being

hand any issues of compatibility

made to address the demands of

or

making many diverse and complex

interoperability

opportunity

to

and

have

collaborate

the
with

a

few

technologies

challenging

work

years,

together

–

a

colleagues and competitors to improve

necessity

their products.

programs affecting dozens of countries

for

worldwide

security

and millions of people. To ensure the
Clearly, there is growing worldwide

smooth integration of the technology

recognition of contactless technology

and the widespread implementation of

for ePassports and other important new

eHealth cards, ePassports and National

smartcard based security applications.

eID Cards, continued co-operation

Comparing the results from the several

is required to develop international

tests, it is obvious that interoperability

standards and specifications. And

between contactless ePassports and

it is the card vendors, reader manu-

readers has improved tremendously.

facturers,

The results from the tests could be

other companies/organizations that

used for the development of other new

are

technologies and as a foundation for

working together, learning from each

other programs, such as National eID

other and driving improvements on a

cards.

continuous basis. Together, we aim to

software

leading

this

suppliers

co-operation

and

by

leverage the convenience and security
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Conclusion

of smartcard technology to change the

There is still much work ahead to

way we travel, do business and live in

ensure interoperability for all currently

the twenty-first century.
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U N I V ER SA L I N F OR M AT ION
I N YOU R I N B OX

n e w s acros s t h e gr i d a n d a rou n d t h e globe .
The Silicon Trust Security Scan is a new way to receive articles and news items
that are making headlines around the globe.

To subscribe please visit www.silicon-trust.com

! eVISA – THE NEXT GLOBAL
TREND IN eID
Stefan Rupp, Strategic Marketing Manager, SAFE ID Solutions AG

It is predicted, that over the coming years the concept of an
‘eVisa’ will develop, due to the required changes and upgrades
brought about by new national and international initiatives – for
example the European BioDev II (BIOmetrics Data Experimented
in Visas) project, where several European countries test the
integration of digital photos and fingerprints in the common
Schengen-Visa. Simultaneously the responsible organizations,
committees and governments are strengthening their efforts to
adapt the existing ICAO standards relating to Visas
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The key element of this new trend

opening up existing ePassport chips

is the move towards an ‘electronic’

and inserting additional visa data –

Visa, which potentially uses similar

this method was discussed by ICAO –

biometric

data

whilst others prefer to move away from

storage technology to that of an

the physical bundling of documents

ePassport.

and a person’s data by storing all

and

electronic

Having learnt from, and

had positive experiences with the

information on a central database.

implementation of ePassport projects
throughout the world, it seems logical
to transfer the same principles to
eVisa infrastructures: providing clear
identification of individuals based on
biometric features; high document
and process security and of course,
improved process flows at border
control. And as governments seek to

As governments seek
to optimize their
border integrity
and national security,
the shift towards
the eID/eVisa
is inevitable

optimize their border integrity and
national security, this shift towards
the eID / eVisa is inevitable.

From the industry’s point of view,
there is not one clear favorite at the

eVisa options

moment; all concepts have their own

When discussing the production of

advantages and may fit well to their

an eVisa, most people think about the

country’s existing solutions – storing

physical appearance of the document.

biometric data directly on the Visa

And while it is agreed that the key

document

to an eVisa application is digitalized

independent

biometric data, there are a number

database connection, while the concept

of possible ways in which to actually

of centralized data storage prevents

create this document.

unauthorized reading of personal data

allows
from

user

verification

an

established

by hacking the document’s chip. The
Some approaches rely on the classical

first implementation projects are, as

way in which to store as much data as

usual, the ‘pilot’ projects that provide

possible on an eID document: either

experience and information to develop

by using special chip devices, or by

the best option.

eVISA – THE NEXT GLOBAL TREND IN eID
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! It is also important to note, that

are not read at border control points

updating a Visa to an eVisa requires

throughout the world, but only by

much more than just equipping a

the issuing authority. Because of

document

biometric

this, there is a tendency towards

security

proprietary solutions and there are

features

with
and

chips,
advanced

features. The main focus and area of

difficulties

concern is on the integration of the

deadlines for eVisas. Nevertheless,

infrastructure as a whole, based on

industry experts, organizations and

a clear evaluation of all processes

most governments are in support

and elements within the lifecycle of a

of global standards, which in turn

document. Only when the whole infra-

can accelerate the implementation

structure is taken on board in the

of eVisa projects and allow others to

planning stage, will the project be

benefit from pilot installations in other

successful and support the integrity of

countries.

in

establishing

global

the existing national border security.

The optimum eVisa solution is based
on specific national and international
requirements and environmental characteristics. But in addition to that,
there are several ‘general’ factors
that must be taken into consideration,

The optimum eVisa
solution is based on
specific national and
international requirements
and environmental
characteristics

which personally define the visa system and therefore, make it difficult to
just ‘copy’ the ePassport principles

Due to the nature of visas, applica-

– some of these factors are discussed

tions take place outside of the iss-

in the following sections, with specific

uing country – normally at embassies

reference to application and border

or consulates. Therefore, to enable

control.

centralized control and management
of all processes, a complex comm-
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eVisa – process characteristics

unication

and challenges

to all application offices, is required

In contrast to passports, visas are

worldwide. Whilst data security and

a closed system, meaning that they

differing IT infrastructures can be
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handled with advanced encryption

A solution to improve these procedures

methods and alternative connections

is specific to individual cases and

(e.g. satellites), the main challenge is

therefore cannot be clearly defined.

to handle the complexity of a global

In an ideal world, the system would

infrastructure and the management

automatically manage as much of the

of all its data flows. An underlying

background checks as possible, via

software

to

the visa management software, which

provide a highly efficient and flexible

would require open and specifically

architecture, with full scalability and

customized

individual customization for specific

systems

national requirements.

Furthermore, all verification steps

system

is

needed

interfaces

from

foreign

to

access

authorities.

would have to be monitored and
In the context of visa applications, it is

controlled by the issuing visa authority

often an issue for governments to verify

to ensure transparency and help

the personal data of an applicant by

prevent fraud or mistakes by local

retrieving data from foreign databases

officers.

and registers, which is often slow and
restricted. And additional information

It is fundamental for the success

provided by the applicant – e.g. travel

of an eVisa project, to produce a

motives or income – are hard to prove.

seamless integration of all features !
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! and capabilities to ensure efficient

those of the ePassport system, but

border control processes. All steps,

additional requirements, specific to

including document verification, real-

the visa process, also have to be

time database access and biometric

considered.

identification have to be mapped into
existing infrastructures and software

To

platforms. And, in preparation for

eVisa program within an integrated

any future changes (i.e. ePassport

National ID solution, it is clear that

updates), governments should focus on

flexible software and infrastructure,

implementing a flexible and modular

which centrally manages all steps

border control system that can be

within both visa and passport life

easily expanded and adapted to any

cycles, is the best option in terms of

future eVisa requirements.

security, efficiency and transparency.

implement

a

‘state-of-the-art’

And as ID management technology is
Software – Key to a closed-loop

now readily available, developed and

eVisa system

proven, governments can create fully
integrated travel ID infrastructures
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After reviewing the various charac-

that cover both general and specific

teristics and challenges relating to

requirements to open the door to a

visa processes, there are some basic

new level of visa issuance via the

level processes that are similar to

eVisa system.
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! PORTUGUESE CITIZEN CARDS –
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
INTEROPERABILITY IN ACTION
By Ari Bouzbib, Senior Vice President, Government Programs
South Europe, Africa and Latin America, Gemalto

Portugal’s citizen card ‘cartão de cidadão’ is the latest
National eID solution to be implemented within Europe,
which also benefits from the most recent European standards
and technological research. It is an excellent example of
interoperability at work between both national government
bodies and European states.
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The challenges

the mainland. The card includes civil

In April 2005, the Prime Minister of

identification, taxation, voting, social

Portugal, José Socrates, announced that

security and healthcare functions and

an eID card, complete with biometric

also enables individuals to identify

capabilities, was to be launched with

themselves both remotely and in front

the aim of simplifying administration,

of officials.

modernizing public services and of
course providing a new, highly secure,

Interoperability between services

identity document.

The eID document (a smartcard, which
is the size of the credit card), is the

The ultimate objective of issuing an

official ID document for Portuguese

eID card was to revolutionize the way

citizens

in which Portuguese citizens interact

communicate with their government

with the government and to replace

administrations (Ministries of Interior,

the previous five different physical ID

Finance, Health and Justice) in a fast,

documents. The second goal was to

simple and more importantly, secure

use the card as a brand new tool for

manner.

and

enables

them

to

electronic signature and authentication,
to help foster the development of

To identify and authenticate them-

electronic transactions and give citizens

selves, cardholders must enter a secret

peace of mind in the digital age.

PIN code, to which the card then
generates a digital signature for secure

The Portuguese secure identification

declarations

document is based on the identification,

procedures.

authentication and signature (IAS)

the

European standard. It is the first of its

for secure access to the eGovernment

kind in Europe and a sound investment

services portal (portal do cidadão).

for technical interoperability with other

The second option is user verification,

countries.

which utilizes fingerprint and Match-

and
This

required

eAdministrative
process

cryptographic

provides
means

on-Card biometric technology.
Following

the

successful

Azores

pilot, in August 2007 the Portuguese

As the Portuguese constitution forbids

government started to roll out its

a single central database for names,

“cartão de cidadão” to recipients on

several identifiers can be found on the !
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agreements

before

generalization

European wide.

Both Portugal and Belgium wish to lead
by example in terms of harmonization
of

identification

processes

on

a

European scale. And as currently many
European
The Portuguese eID Card

countries

are

preparing

the launch of eID solutions, there is a
real risk that there will be a variety of

! citizen card itself: Civil ID number,

incompatible systems implemented,

social security number, tax number

with the appearance of new standards

and healthcare user number.

evolving that could call into question
the investments made by pioneering

Harmonized approaches between

countries.

states
Portugal’s citizen card is an example
of successful collaboration between
neighboring states.

The Portuguese authorities wanted
to benefit from Belgium’s pioneering

Bilateral or multilateral
collaboration between
states demonstrates that
interoperability can exist and
work successfully

experience in terms of eID cards
and decided to sign a collaboration
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agreement. The aim, according to both

Interoperability, trust and strategy

countries, is not only to share skills in

Interoperability

terms of eGovernment, but to eventually

a relationship of trust and a secure

develop common applications. Both

electronic dialogue between multiple

Portugal and Belgium agree that the

structures in the same or between

future of the European community

different

lies in this type of electronic initiative.

interoperability, we must begin by

The interoperability between states,

mutually

in terms of access to legal information,

systems and differences – this, we

will take place through bilateral trust

believe, sums up where the success of

INTEROPERABILITY IN ACTION

is

countries.

accepting

GEMALTO

about

For

each

creating

European

other’s
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a real interoperability strategy lies.

Bilateral or multilateral collaboration
between

states

demonstrates

that

interoperability can exist and work
successfully. Examples include: eID
and eGovernment between Belgium
and Portugal, Austria and Slovenia,
Estonia and Finland.

Such

collaboration

was

succinctly

explained by an Austrian official (a
country at the forefront of eID in Europe)
who commented that: “When we wish
to ‘interoperate’ with our European
neighbors, it’s not up to us to say
whether the documents they deliver are
of a quality that suits us, when these
documents are official and delivered to
their citizens by legitimately-elected
public authorities. It’s up to us to know
how to read them and interpret the data
they contain in order to securely access
our eGovernment platforms.”

And one Belgian official adds: “We
must, at all costs, avoid creating
new digital barriers beyond the old
frontiers”. Thus, some see the efficiency
of eID as a spearhead for the emergence
of a truly social Europe, where workers
may circulate freely, protected by the
interoperability of their social services,
insurance and employer information.

PORTUGUESE CITIZEN CARDS

The interoperability between
services is not only technical,
but also organizational and
semantic.
• When administrative services wish to
interoperate and prevent identity fraud,
the issue regarding the coding of names
and addresses is difficult due to privacy
clauses. States who are due to issue
their electronic identity cards should
address this point as soon as possible.
• Portugal eventually had to review all
their administrative registers and systems to remove any redundancies, while
keeping them independent from each
other to respect privacy – a task not to be
underestimated.
• Foreign residents have the right for
their names to be spelt correctly. There
are over 390 different characters if we
combine all the languages and special
characters or alphabets from the 27
states – therefore an interoperable
solution should enable all characters to
be available, no matter which State the
person is from.
• A citizen may also have several
addresses and varying combinations
of their name may be known at these
different addresses; for example,
with property purchased before or
after marriage. As it is the citizen’s
right to maintain these differences,
administrative services must adapt
while combating fraud. A compromise is
necessary.
• We must remember that ID management
incorporates many more social and
cultural variants i.e. name and address
changes, than initially planned for in an
information process. The social, and
even economic realities must coexist to
create a truly interoperable solution.
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! INTEROPERABILITY – AN
IMPORTANT DRIVING FORCE
FOR PERSON AUTHENTICATION,
BASED ON MATCH-ON-CARD
TECHNOLOGY
By Jonas Andersson, Vice President, Business Development, Precise Biometrics AB

Is the development of eID cards and integrated Match-onCard technology already entering a new phase? This is very
likely, considering the desire around the world to utilize the
advantages of this biometric technology, by introducing a more
distinct lifecycle in various smartcard projects. One of several
advantages this solution offers is the effective protection of
personal integrity.
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Development and standardization

to open interfaces is used to simplify

The growing realization that Match-

the integration of biometric solutions

on-Card technology also produces

with

significant infrastructural advantages

where

in large-scale National eID projects

constitutes one of several necessary

(which are also applicable for eGov-

links. The fact that standardized and

ernment,

eHealthcare,

established formats for the exchange

eTicketing, ePayment and eBanking

of information are utilized, is another

applications), means that we can now

strong contributing factor for the

see a powerful customer-motivated

positive market development of Match-

development of Match-on-Card tech-

on-Card technology.

eTransport,

equipment
the

and

technology

biometric

component

nology. Key drivers in what could be
the new development phase for different smartcard applications, are based
on the desire to maximize potential
benefits such as flexibility, broad functionality and cost-efficiency through
the opportunities presented by more

Match-on-Card technology
produces significant
infrastructural advantages
in large-scale National
eID projects

competitive procurements, scalability,
openness and an expansion of potential integration.

Any

uncertainty

previously

existed

that
on

may
the

have
future

The development trend indicates that

security of the technology continues

the market is also prepared to invest

to diminish and the use of Match-on-

in smartcard solutions with Match-on-

Card technology in one of the world’s

Card, even though there is still work

largest National eID card project so far

to be done in terms of standardization.

(Thailand, where more than 60 million

National and other large-scale projects

smartcards are to be issued), has had

are being initiated and successfully

a significant impact on this.

implemented in the knowledge that the
technology is not only reliable, but also

Interoperability and acceptance

compatible and adaptable to already

for Match-on-Card technology

established standards. In cases where

Biometric

standards are not yet available, access

so far, so quickly. It is just over !
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come
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eID projects, where the technology
has been proved time and again to
exceed the expectations when it comes
to, for example, speed, precision,
interoperability and reliability.

Another factor of great importance for
the acceptance of Match-on-Card, is
that the interoperable capabilities not
only include the opportunity to make

! five years since the first biometric

adjustments to both established and

authentication solution for smartcards

new standards under development, but

was implemented. In the USA, Precise

also that the technology can now be

Biometrics first developed a solution,

used on smartcards from all the card

for CAC (Common Access Card),

suppliers in the market, regardless of

with an American partner in 2001 for

which operating system (Java Card™,

test installations with the American

Multos, .NET or even native integration

Armed Forces. The solution was based

in the COS) is used.

on Match-on-Card, and now in 2008,
this technology is widely deployed
worldwide, with more than 80 million
licenses contracted and integration on
all card manufacturers’ products.

The implementation of several projects

The implementation of
several projects using
Match-on-Card technology
has demonstrated its broad
interoperability

using Match-on-Card technology has
demonstrated its broad interoperability,
convincing

70

many

players

in

the

Advantages of Match-on-Card

market that smartcard projects can

As previously mentioned, there is a

be initiated, even if a number of

growing trend towards establishing a

international standards still remain

long-term lifecycle perspective, prior

under development. An important factor

to the implementation of a smartcard

is the wide acceptance of the concrete

project.

benefits of Match-on-Card in National

is steadily becoming an integral part
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of this perspective, especially as it is

a lack of dependency on specific

so strongly customer oriented. The

suppliers utilized during the different

realization

procurement phases for a smartcard

that

a

Match-on-Card

solution has, in just over five years,

project’s entire lifecycle.

advanced from a technology concept,
to actually becoming an established

3. SCALABILITY

and well-tested solution, has led

Match-on-Card technology can be

to a considerable shift in customer

utilized in not only large scale projects,

perception.

but also in much smaller smartcard
projects.

Today,

there

are

essentially

six

important advantages that contribute to

4. FUNCTIONS COMPATIBLE

making Match-on-Card a particularly

WITH ALL SMARTCARDS ON THE

interesting

MARKET

solution,

not

only

for

National eID cards, but also for many

The

other applications:

companies offer solutions today where

world’s

Match-on-Card

leading

can

smartcard

constitute

an

!

1. MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY AND
OPTIMUM INTEROPERABILITY
Smartcards with integrated Matchon-Card functionality enable great
freedom, both prior to and after the
initiation of projects, to freely choose,
mix and replace the type of smartcard,
biometric equipment, and application
program. Seen over a longer period
of time, this ensures great potential
to expand and adapt a smartcard
solution.

2. COST-EFFICIENCY
Flexibility also means cost-efficiency.
Interoperability between the smartcard
and the chosen application also implies

INTEROPERABILITY – AN IMPORTANT DRIVING FORCE
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! integrated part of the smartcard.

development is the fact that a large
number of countries want to offer

5. SECURE AND WELL-TESTED

their citizens National eID cards with

TECHNOLOGY

multi-functionality. Qatar’s National

The technology has a proven track

eID card is a good example of this, as it

record – Thailand, Portugal and Qatar

is not only an ID document, but is also

are examples of countries that have

intended to simplify access to different

chosen such a solution for their ID card

eGovernment services and to facilitate

projects.

the introduction of new, secure and
user-friendly payment transactions.

6. OPPORTUNITY OF MULTI-

72

FUNCTIONALITY

Conclusion

There is certainly a proliferation of

Match-on-Card technology is therefore

eGovernment projects being planned

increasingly the technology of choice

around the world today and it seems

across a variety of application areas, as

likely that the advantages of Match-

it can fit harmoniously with a number

on-Card will make the technology

of systems and of utmost importance

of interest in many such schemes.

to the individual; it offers effective

An additional driving factor in this

protection of their personal integrity.
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! CONFORMITY TESTING OF
EAC INSPECTION SYSTEMS
By Dr. Michael Jahnich, Technical Director, HJP Consulting GmbH

Testing the conformance of inspection systems for ePassports
is an ongoing and open issue. One of the major reasons for
this is due to the large variety of terminal designs available
for different use cases. In this article, we present the status
of standardization work so far and the current discussions
regarding appropriate test strategies. We will also introduce
concepts for the conformance testing of inspection systems,
based on a general test model and define which of a terminal’s
features should be covered by conformance testing and which
should not.
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Introduction to ePassport

at different test events. When we

interoperability

study other smartcard systems, such

There has been much activity in the area

as EMV (Europay, MasterCard and

of standardization in order to define

VISA) schemes or the European digital

conformity testing for ePassports. In

tachograph system, it is immediately

April 2007, ICAO (International Civil

apparent that cards and terminals have

Aviation Organization) published their

been subjected to conformance testing

testing standards – however, these

and security evaluation before any

technical reports only covered the

interoperability test is run.

mandatory functionality of ePassports.
Since then, the European Union has

Moreover, the number of possible EAC

set up its own test specification for

passport options (selected cryptography

EAC

Control)

and data group configurations) has

storing

increased dramatically for the problem

sensitive biometric data, which is

to be handled by just using passport

almost finished. Based on these tests,

samples.

based

(Extended
passports

Access
digitally

the ‘Brussels Interoperability Group’
has now started the next round of

Status of conformance testing

interoperability testing for the second

We have to distinguish between the

generation of EU ePassports.

different components of an inspection
system that are subject to testing.

All these activities focus on the

Currently, there is a report published

passport’s interoperability – but what

by ICAO, which defines tests for the

does ‘interoperability’ mean? According

electrical interface of the terminal and

to IEEE’s glossary, ‘interoperability’

the contactless ISO 14443 transmission

is defined as the ability of two

protocol. This technical report is

differing

only

referred to as part 4 of the ePassport

exchange, but also use the shared

test standard and is mainly based on

information; therefore inferring that

the ISO 10373-6 standard for proximity

full interoperability cannot be achieved

cards. Working group 8 of ISO/SC17 is

without testing the terminals. Although

currently revising ISO 10373-6 with

this statement is quite obvious, it has

the contents of part 4.

components

to

not

in some cases been deemed sufficient
to test the terminals’ interoperability

The data page contents – in particular !
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! the machine-readable zone (MRZ)

These test specifications alone are not

– must be correctly read by the

sufficient, as they can only guarantee

terminal. Currently, there are no test

that

specifications available to verify that

exchanged between the passport and

the passport’s data page conforms to

reader. We also have to verify that the

the ICAO standard DOC 9303 or to

terminal uses the information that has

verify that the optical reader correctly

been exchanged correctly. Thus, a test

retrieves this information from a data

specification for the application of an

page. This action is on the ‘to-do-

inspection system is still the missing

list ‘ of working group 3, task force 4,

building block towards interoperability.

and still requires further input and

‘The Brussels Interoperability Group’

contributions.

seems to be aware of this open issue

the

information

is

correctly

INSPECTION SYSTEM

Document Verifier
CA

Backend Data Processing
System
(e.g. blacklist database)

Certificate requests
DV and CV certs

Identification

Biometric Verification
System

Verification
In the scope of
conformity testing

Inspection Application

Private Key Storage

Inspection Procedure
Layer 6 and 7
(BSI TR 03110)

Test Interface
(Optional)

Optical Reader Device

Proximity Coupling Device
Layers 1-4
(ISO 14443)

Man Machine Interface

Electronic Passport

Figure 1: General functional model of an inspection system
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and has put it on their agenda, with

there are several different inspection

the next interoperability tests planned

system designs, a functional model

for September 2008. By this time,

should be created (see Figure 1), to

terminal tests should be finalized.

define which of the functions should
be subject to testing and which should

General test concepts for

not be considered, as they do not

inspection systems

contribute to interoperability.

There is a wide variety of inspection
systems intended for different use
cases, which forms the main obstacle
to

a

common

test

specification

and there are different types with
varying workflows available in the

Is it impractical to have
one set of conformity
tests for such diversity in
inspection systems?

market. We have to cover stand-alone
inspection

terminals

and

client-

server architectures with a centrally

The inspection application is regarded

managed security function, as well as

as the core of the inspection system,

mobile inspection solutions. Optical

which defines the functionality of the

readers might work through scanners,

system, its internal workflow and the

cameras, or external swipe readers

user interaction. It also handles the

and there may be an undefined

inspection procedure itself – a well-

number of external devices, backend

defined function according to the

and biometric verification systems

technical report BSI TR 03110, that is

connected to the system. Because

fundamental to all new EU ePassports.

there are so many variants, the

A distinction must then be made

question arises: is it impractical to

between:

have one set of conformity tests for
such diversity in inspection systems?

• The standard inspection procedure,
which is used to read BAC (Basic

We can overcome this problem if we

Access Control) passports;

aim to design a general test model

• The advanced inspection procedure,

and reuse concepts of existing test

which is applied to EAC passports.

strategies wherever applicable. First of
all, the device must be defined, and as

In order to communicate with the !
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! ePassport, the inspection procedure

system must somehow display the

makes use of the optical and electrical

decision concerning the passport’s

reading devices, as well as a private

validity to the officer. This might also

key storage.

In addition, it may

be connected to other systems such

also have an optional test interface,

as biometric verification systems or

which is used to automate the test

backend databases, but these functions

procedures.

are not in the scope for testing.

The inspection application controls a

The scope of conformance testing

man-machine interface, which enables

can now be narrowed down to the

interaction with the border control

functionality that is directly involved

officer. We assume the existence

in the communication between the

of such an interface, because the

passport and the inspection system:

TERMINAL TEST ENVIRONMENT

Upper Tester
(Test engineer or automized
via test interface)

Test start

Start
test case

Observed result

Test
Management
System

Inspection System

(Test cases,
logging,
reporting, etc)
Commmand

Simulated response

Lower Tester
(EAC Passport Simulator)

Configure
simulator

Figure 2: Enhanced ISO 10373-6 test environment
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• The contactless reader (proximity

10373-6 and enhance this concept to

coupling device) implementing

test the application layers. The test

communication layers 1 to 4. This

environment is illustrated in Figure 2.

device should conform to ISO 103736 and is functionally tested by the

In this test environment, the test

ICAO ePassport test standard,

engineer

part 4;

placing a simulated passport (i.e.

• The inspection procedure

starts

a

test

case

by

a data page with antenna), in the

implementing communication layers

inspection system. The device under

6 and 7 specified by BSI TR 03110.

test performs a ‘normal’ inspection

Tests are supposed to be specified

procedure and sends commands to the

by the ‘Brussels Interoperability

simulated passport, which has been

Group’;

configured to fulfill the requirements

• Optical reading of the MRZ

of the selected test case. The simulator

specified by DOC 9303. Tests for

returns a well-defined response to the

this interface will be specified by

system. The result (passport valid or

ISO/SC17/WG3.

not) is entered into a test management
system, which finally generates a

All other features of the inspection

test report. With this concept, it is

have to be tested, but not with respect

also possible to formally verify the

to conformance regarding standards

commands sent by the device for

and interoperability.

further analysis.

With this test approach, test cases must

Conclusion

be in line with the ‘normal’ inspection

The

essential

procedure. Thus, tests cannot be

test

environment

performed ‘command by command’, but

simulator that can emulate different

always have to run through the whole

configurations

inspection procedure. Consequently,

passports. This simulation is feasible

tests have to be pure ‘black box’ tests.

and specific hardware and software are

part
is

and

of

the

the

whole

passport

behaviors

of

readily available in the marketplace.
For testing the inspection system,

However, it remains to be seen if such

we follow the concept of an upper

simulators will already be used at the

and lower tester as defined in ISO

next interoperability testing session.

CONFORMITY TESTING OF EAC INSPECTION SYSTEMS
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! SECURITY IN THE WRONG
HANDS
Marcus Janke, Principal, Product Security and Dr. Peter Laackmann, Senior Principal,
Product Security, Infineon Technologies AG

Smartcard security controllers are widely used for protection
against attackers. But what happens if the attackers
themselves buy and use security technologies for their
own interests ?
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Keeping

keys

and

data

secret

area of Pay-TV systems, and in many

– protecting them from the outside

cases they want to make money, too.

world is what security controllers are

As pirate Pay-TV cards can be sold for

designed for. Many applications use

up to 100 euros each, and the amount

security technologies for reaching this

sold may sometimes reach hundreds of

target. But, interestingly, attackers may

thousands of pieces, the pirates want

sometimes take the same approach.

to protect this lucrative business.

The know-how that they invested in
hacking an application also seems to

The Beginnings

have a need for protection – against

Most

profit loss and legal prosecution. If

smartcards for Pay-TV access were

the distribution of secure devices is

made by integrating two chips into

not strictly controlled, a proliferation

one smartcard module. A processor

of secure technology ending up in

chip was connected to a secondary

of the

older

illegally

used

the wrong hands may occur – which
certainly seems to be a reality even
today.

The Pirate’s Business Case
Attackers may have different reasons
for trying to compromise a security
system.

The

differentiation,

most

well-known

originating

If the distribution of secure
devices is not strictly
controlled, a proliferation
of secure technology ending
up in the wrong hands
may occur

from

the software world, separates the
“Hackers”, who perform attacks mainly

silicon device, which was only carrying

for fun, from the “Crackers”, who

memory. This memory could be used

usually try to generate damage, or earn

to carry the attacker’s program code,

some money by accessing restricted

as well as key data. Although such

services. “Pirates” usually try to break

pirate cards were widely available, the

conditional access systems, allowing

profit for the pirates who set up the

themselves and others to use these

software inside these cards, seemed to

systems without original equipment.

be limited: Everybody, even amateurs,

For the smartcard world, this means

could easily copy the data from one

that pirates are widely active in the

pirate card to another blank card. !
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Figure 1: Three generations of cards used by pirates

! Ironically, the pirates faced piracy of

But, much more important for illegal

their own products! Law enforcement

usage, were the security features

was quite easy, as the contents of

that these devices contained, as well

the pirate cards, important evidence

as cryptographic technology such as

and an indication of the originator of

coprocessors for DES and RSA encryp-

the attacker’s software, was easily

tion in the hardware. For the pirates,

accessible by simply reading it out. So

the doors were now wide open to con-

the attackers desperately searched for

duct their business more profitably

ways to protect their “secrets”.

– and they soon took advantage.

Today, modern pirate cards for Pay-TV

Some years ago, the first
freely programmable security
controller cards, called
“Titanium” started
to become available
in satellite TVshops

are based on three components:
• A smartcard with a security
controller that uses encryption
methods;
• An operating system, allowing
download of encrypted programs;
• The Pay-TV emulation software in
encrypted form, available from the

Proliferation

Internet.

Some years ago, the first freely pro-

82

grammable security controller cards

The cards (see figure 1) , sold in satell-

called “Titanium”, started to become

ite TV shops and via the internet, are

available in satellite TV shops. These

usually already equipped with a spe-

controllers

so-called

cialized operating system. Modern

“flash” memory, that can be pro-

pirate cards contain an operating sys-

grammed, erased and re-programmed.

tem which only allows the download of

comprised
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an encrypted portion of software – the

by other pirates (see figure 2). Even

Pay-TV emulation program. The key for

worse, the security technology inside

decrypting this program is present in

in this case would help the pirates to

the security controller only, which pro-

achieve their goals. Consequently,

tects this key.

the price differences for pirate cards
clearly demonstrate the impact of this

Usually, the customer buying the

evolution: Whereas standard “open”

cards in a satellite TV shop, gets

cards, which are basically useless

his card already installed with an

today, are sold for five euros, the cards

operating system, but without loaded

with the newest technology are offered

applications. At home, he uses a simple

for 70 to 100 euros each. Often, these

smartcard programmer device (also

smartcards use the conventional form

sold at satellite TV shops or on the

factor, but sometimes even a SIM frame

internet), to load the emulation software

is utilized – in this case the complete

into the chip. After this procedure, the

plastic carrier is inserted into the Pay-

card is “armed” and ready for use. Now

TV decoder. Here, it can be assumed

it is very difficult for other pirates, or

that the card bodies are manufactured

for law enforcement, to analyze the

in an environment usually designed

contents of the encrypted program

for SIM card mass manufacturing. It is

without access to the secret key. On the

clearly visible that each change of card

other hand, this means that the pirate

generation is directly connected to an

cards themselves can now be protected

upgrade of the pirate card’s internal

against

security features.

copying

and

modification

!

Figure 2: Certified Crypto Technology for Satellite Hackers?
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form for further analysis (see Figure 3).
Even information warfare has started
to spread in these areas: There are
signs that specialized “Kill Software”
is distributed by some pirate groups
in certain forums, with the intention
of incapacitating the opposing party’s
cards. In response, “Resurrection”
programs have been formulated to heal

! The recent arrival of freely programm-

the damaged, mute chips. The security

able smartcards in satellite TV shops,

experts follow these developments

which, according to the promotional

with interest, wondering where this

material, comprise Common Criteria

technology war will lead. There is no

and ITSEC certified security controller

question that the pirates will require

chips, have caused havoc in the

security technology for their defense,

smartcard industry: Will certification

and subsequently they will be looking

still be suitable to cover the higher

for sources in the worldwide market to

requirements of product security, as

deliver such technologies. Companies

well as non-proliferation of security

that are currently providing such

technology to uncontrolled markets?

technology into uncontrolled markets
need to stop this form of proliferation

Pirate vs Pirate

immediately.

As the markets targeted by the pirates

84

are highly competitive, recently an

Conclusion

internal “war” has started, where

Security is either effective, or it is not.

groups hack each other’s applications.

In the case that it is not, security may

Even if some smartcards used by the

turn against its user – after an original

pirates are said to be hard to crack, the

card is hacked, because it is not secure

first successful attacks have already

enough, illegal emulator cards may

taken place, revealing the secret keys

be spread also containing security

inside pirate cards. Attackers reported

features, which now protect the assets

a successful reconstruction of the

of the attacker. Forensic analysis and

encrypted contents to yield the pirate

prosecution by law can be significantly

card program code in unencrypted

hampered if security features are used
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Figure 3: Pirate cards themselves are subject to cracking: Software to decrypt emulation software

by pirates. But even if proper security

to this highest level includes not only

features are used for a product, all

evaluation of the product itself, but

aspects of product security have to

also deep analysis of the security

be taken into account by the chip

infrastructure and methodology at

manufacturer.

development environments, production
sites and logistic chains. Infineon

Therefore,

Infineon

utilizes

considers security not only as a means

Common Criteria Certification level

to an end, but as an ultimate principle

EAL5+(high), according to the actual

and innermost value of the smartcard

protection profile PP0002. Certification

industry.
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Th e S i l ic o n Tru s t c o n t i n u e s t o e x pa n d
With an increased presence within the IC hardware

Why not join the industry’s fastest growing

security industry, the Silicon Trust is now the

program dedicated to increasing education, interest

benchmark partner alliance for silicon-based security.

and awareness for IC based security.

For further details on membership benefits please email
operations.secretariat@silicon-trust.com
or visit www.silicon-trust.com.
Can you afford not to be part of something so big?

www.silicon-trust.com

! CHARISMATHICS GMBH
CONNECTING SECURITY FOR EARTH
By Sven Gossel, CEO, charismathics GmbH

About charismathics

pre-boot environments of all major hard

Founded in 2003, charismathics GmbH

disk encryption (HDE) software and all

is a privately held company headquar-

current trusted platform modules. The

tered in Munich with representative

portfolio of charismathics solutions is

offices in Düsseldorf, Paris, Lugano,

completed with a customized pro-

San José, Campinas, Buenos Aires,

duction of security hardware, which

Singapore and Hongkong. The compa-

securely contains certificates and

ny founders are Sven Goßel, Engineer

accompanying software supporting a

of

vast array of hardware platforms.

Radio

Frequency

Technology,

CEO; and Xiangdong Wang, Ph.D. in
Mathematics and Cryptology, CTO.

charismathics milestones
• The only supplier of handheld PKI

Having faced a strong growth within
the last years, charismathics currently is

clients;
• The only truly hardware token

one of the global market leaders for PKI

independent software, including

components, delivering sophisticated

TPMs;

products and middleware to customers and millions of users around the
world.

• The only multi token profile
supporting software;
• First USB token with flash memory
extension;

charismathics offers system integrators,
software vendors, certification autho-

• First implementation of ECDSA
algorithms in PKI clients;

rities and OEMs new ways to integrate,

• First match-on-card fingerprint

personalize and handle card and token

implementation for PKI clients.

solutions. The result is complete independence from the security application
as well as from token and PC client
platform. This includes the support of the
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! SMARTCARD WEB SERVER:
UNIFIED, OPERATOR-DRIVEN
ACCESS TO MOBILE SERVICES
By Andreas Morawietz, Senior Marketing Manager, Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

With the rise of Smartcard Web Server (SCWS) technology,
mobile network operators can increase the attractiveness
of their SIM-based services by offering their customers an
application with a modern look and feel. The SCWS works
as a hub for all mobile services and allows the optimum
combination of offline and online services.
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Boosting revenue from value
added services
In addition to the revenues generated from voice services, network
operators worldwide, are looking to
increase and boost revenues from data
services (non-voice). According to a
study amongst German network opera-

and

tors, conducted by the Association

prerequisites,

Telecommunications and Value-Added

associate the Internet, via whatever

Services Providers (VATM) in 2007(I),

channel, with a multimedia experience.

the data (non-voice) revenues make

Colors, icons, selection options, and

up an average of around 20% of the

animation are also integral elements

total ARPU (average revenue per user)

of a successful service and in turn,

– within that, SMS/MMS services

contribute to the product’s viability. It

amount to about 15%, whereas pure

can be said that mobile portal services

data services such as Vodafone live!,

such as Vodafone live!, t-zones, and

t-zones, O2-online, etc. rank at only 5%.

O2-online meet user’s expectations
in

Within

the

SMS/MMS

service

usability

terms

of

are

fundamental

because

users

design,

also

multimedia

experience, and topicality.

category, there are numerous Java
based applications and so-called IOD

In comparison, the SIM-based services

(Information on Demand) services for

that almost all network operators

news, weather, or horoscopes, which

provide do not constitute a great

are available to the end user via text

multimedia experience due to their

messages.

simplicity, but usage figures indicate
that they do meet with good levels of

Ease of use is the key success

acceptance among users. Information

factor for mobile services

sent via SMS to the user, roaming

Today, most end customers require

capabilities, and a clear cost structure

the various services available in a

are major factors affecting customers’

network operator’s portfolio to be

decisions to opt for certain services.

comprehensible and more importantly,

The clarity and simplicity of the SMS

easy to use. Contemporary design

services come at the cost of further !

SMARTCARD WEB SERVER
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! branding opportunities for the network
operator.

and contactless services, in addition
to linking to online services and thirdparty services such as maps or Instant

High-speed SCWS technology –

Messenger.

an ideal basis for operator driven
mobile service portals

With SCWS, network operators can

For some years now, the SCWS has

consolidate all of their services to

been viewed as the next generation

create a ‘one-stop shop’ that special

of SIM-based services. Giesecke &

branding can then be added to. The

Devrient presented one of the very first

SCWS overall look and feel makes it

functioning prototypes at the 3GSM

obvious to the user that these services

World Congress, Cannes in 2005. Since

are

then, this technology has been subject

network operator – not by the handset

to standardization by the Open Mobile

manufacturer. For this, the SCWS

Alliance (OMA) and the European

enables

Telecommunications Standards Ins-

branding to appear directly on the

titute (ETSI). In combination with the

user’s handset.

provided

the

by

the

network

individual

operator’s

BIP or USB high speed interface to the
SIM, the speed of SCWS services is

Today’s SCWS products from Giesecke

increased. This affects both the user’s

& Devrient enable significantly greater

experience and behavior.

speeds through the use of BearerIndependent Protocols (BIP) or USB

The SCWS technology enables access

between the handset and the (U)SIM

to all stored services in a (U)SIM card

card. Concerning

via an integrated Internet browser

the first SCWS products will use the

on the handset, which is designed by

BIP Protocol, which will in turn be

Openwave or Opera, for example. The

replaced by USB at the beginning

SCWS enables existing services to be

of 2009, further improving the user

offered to users in a multimedia format

experience in the years to come.

‘time to market’,

"

and also serves as a consolidated
access point on the handset for all

(1) Source: Study “Der deutsche

the services that are offered by the

Telekommunikationsmarkt – Zehn Jahre

network operator. SCWS combines
services such as IOD, Java applications
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Liberalisierung im Festnetzmarkt“ from
DialogConsult and VATM, Cologne, October 2007,
www.vatm.de
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! INSPECTRON

TRACK AND TRACE SOLUTIONS
By Allan Harle, Chairman, Inspectron Holdings Plc

Inspectron

specializes

in

the

development, supply and support of
Track and Trace solutions for the security
print industry. The solutions include
visual (camera-based) and RFID (Radio
Frequency

Identification)

techniques,

combined with real-time decision and
database recording.

Wherever intelligent documents, such
as smartcard based ePassports and ID
cards are produced, there is a need for
security and production management
to reconcile every item, good or bad,
from input of materials to delivery of the
finished batches. Things can go wrong,
whether due to operator, materials or
machine errors and these errors need to
be tracked.

new production technique in the light
of experience and changing customer
demands.

Inspectron offers standard solutions,
together with a project and customizing
service, to help the client identify and
account for sensitive areas of production.
After sales support is a critical component
to the full solution, together with our
desire for continuous improvement.

Inspectron has built a suite of solutions
for ePassport production, and together
with its partner UNOMATIC of Japan,
has

supplied

multiple

installations

at high volume ePassport production
sites around the world (outside Europe,
the company trades under the name
Formscan).

No two operations are identical in this
new world of intelligent documents and
often the customer needs to evolve a
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